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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.--In the last decade no other group has received so much
publicity as the adolescent group. Adolescents have been characterized
as being ungrateful and shiftless, and exhibiting a type of behavior that
forsakes all that our society seeks to perpetuate. There are those who
charge that the adolescents of today are a lost generation. They maintain
that today’s adolescents do not achieve in school as their predecessors;
that they seek thrills at the expense of an education.
With the impact of dynamic social changes, however, the adolescent is
confronted with problems that are just as strange to hint as his behavior
is to his seniors. Because of his immaturity and lack of experience, the
adolescent must have guidance that will ensure him the highest possible
adjustment in life. No matter what his mental ability, achievement level,
or social status, he must be allowed to develop to the highest level that
is possible for him..
Our democratic society entitles an individual to develop through educa
tion and a variety of experiences without being warped. Mere subject
matter achievement, as good as it may be, is not good enough, for the
process of education is a never ending one. It involves, in addition to
subject matter, all those activities that help individuals to adjust to
life. It takes into account that individual needs are of many kinds -—
physical, biological, psychological, and social -- and they must be re—
cognized and provided for. The failure to meet these needs results in
maladjustment in the pupil.
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It is incumbent upon the school to understand the individual. It is
necessary to know more about him than his IQ. The school must see the
individual as a whole. Only in this way can the school adjust to the in
dividual and the individual to the school. It follows, therefore, that
in proportion to the extent that this is done, the school will be able
to offer those experiences that will serve to guide the individual to
the fulfillment of his potentials.
Warter? stated that:
The keystone of a modern school is guidance — guidance not
only in matters pertaining to vocation and formal schooling,
but in all the matters that perplex the minds and hearts of
youth - problems of religion, problems of sex and love, social
problems, relationships with parents and financial problems.
One of the main concerns of education today is how to help those pupils
who are retarded educationally. The proper assessment of one’s achievement
cannot be made by viewing only one aspect of his development. For, as
Faye Adams2 points out, “... a child failing in school does not usually
fail for one reason, such as his lack of ability.t~
The question of children failing or achieving lower than their capa
cities indicate, has become a major concern in the writer’s own school
situation.
This study is an outgrowth of the writer’s keen interest in the seeming
ly low achievement and the many problems which pupils in Brevard County,
Florida are contending with.
Statement of the Problem.--The problem in this study was to determine
the tested differences and relationships, if any, in achievement and
- ‘Jane Warters, High School Personnel Work Today (New York, 19LL6),
pp. 12-13.
2Faye Adams, Educating America’s Children (New York, l95ij~), p. 179.
[iI~~
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incidence of problems manifested by ninth grade pupils of Brevard County,
Florida who scored in the upper quarter, the middle fifty per cent, and
the lower quarter of the distribution on the California Test of Mental
Maturity.
Purpose of the Study.--The major purpose of this study was to ascertain
the differences and relationships in the achievement and the incidence of
problems of ninth grade pupils of varying degrees of mental maturity.
More specifically, the purposes were as follows:
1. To identify the upper quarter, the middle fifty per cent,
and the lower quarter of the pupils from the results on
the California Test of Mental Maturity.
2. To determine the incidence of problems for the three groups.
3. To determine the differences, if any, in the incidence of pro
blems among the three groups.
).j.. To determine the achievement of the three groups.
5. To determine the differences, if any, in achievement among
the three groups.
6. To determine the relationship, if any, between the incidence
of problems and the achievement among the groups.
7. To determine what feasible educational implications can be
drawn from the analysis and interpretation of the data.
Definition of the Terms.-—The special terms used throughout this study
were “Mental MaturityI~, “Incidence of Problems”, “Upper
Group”, “Middle Group”, and “Lower Group”, which are characterized below:
Mental Maturity -- “Mental Maturity as employed in this study refers
to the behavior measured by the California Test of Mental Maturity.1
(Intermediate, 1951 Edition).
Achievement -- “Achievement” as employed in this study refers to the
behavior measured by the California Achievement Test (Intermediate).
T. sullivan, W. W. Clark and E. W. Tiegs, California Test of Mental
Maturity (Intermediate), (Los Angeles, 1951).
2Ernest W. Tiegs and Willis W. Clark, California Achievement (Inter
mediate), (Los Angeles, 1950).
Ii.
Problems -- “Problems” as employed in this study refers to the
behavior measured by the SRA Youth Inventory1 (Form A).
Upper Group -- “Upper Group” as employed in this study refers to
those pupils who scored in the upper twenty-five per cent of the
distribution on the California Test of Mental Maturity.2
(Intermediate).
Middle Group -- “Middle Group” as employed in this study refers
to those pupils who scored in the middle fifty per cent of the
distribution of the California Test of Mental Maturity.3 (Intermediate).
Lower Group -- “Lower Group” as employed in this study refers to
those pupils who scored in the lower twenty-five per cent of the
distribution on the California Test of Mental MaturityJ4 (Intermediate).
Locale of St~4z.--Brevard County is located on the eastern seaboard
of Florida. It is half way the distance from the northern part of the state
to the southern part. The estimated population of the county is 23,000.
It is located in what is commonly called the famous “Indian River Fruit
Belt”. The leading occupations are citrus farming, tourists, and fishing.
However, the expansion of the Patrick Air Force Base and the Guided
Nissle Testing Center have increased occupational opportunities tremendous
ly, and have added greatly to a diversified economy for the people of Brevard
County and adjoining counties.
The principals towns are Titusville, Cocoa, and Melbourne, the largest
of which is Cocoa with an estimated population in excess of 10,000 inhabi
tants. The remaining towns are smaller. The three high schools are located
in these principal towns. Each school is a “combination school” (elementary
and high school). The smaller communities serve as “feeder schools” for
these three main school centers. The Negro population makes up approxi
mately one third of the total population.
1H. H. Remmers, Benjamin Shimberg, and Arthur J. Drucker, SRA Youth
Inventory (Form A), (Chicago, 1953).
T. Sullivan, W. W. Clark, and E.W. Tiegs, California Test of
Mental Maturity (Intermediate), (Los Angeles, ].951~
3lbid.
~Ibid.
The school populations for these three schools vary in size. At
Titusville, which is the smallest of the three, the school population is
about 300. The other two centers, Cocoa and Melbourne, have more than
twice this number of students. Each school plant is relatively new, all
of which were completed in the last five years.
Method of Research.—-The Descriptive-Survey Method of research, employ
ing statistical analysis of data, was used to gather and treat the data
for this study.
Description of the Data Gathering Instruments.--The data gathering in
struments in this research were: The California Test of Mental Maturity
(Intermediate) for grades 7-10 to adult, 1951 Edition, The California
Achievement Tests (Intermediate) for grades 7—9, Form CC, and the SRA Youth
Inventory for grades 9-12, Form A.
The California Test of Mental Maturity consists of two parts, a language
part and a non-language part. This test was administered in order to secure
the Upper Group, the Middle Group, and the Lower Group.
The California Achievement Test was used to measure the achievement
of the pupils used in this study. It consists of three major parts or
sub-tests, namely, Reading, Arithmetic, and Language. Each of the sub-
tests is divided into two parts or components. The Reading Tests consist
of two parts, reading vocabulary, and reading comprehension; the Arithmetic
Tests consist of arithmetic reasoning and arithmetic fundamentals; the
Language Tests consist of mechanics of English grammar and spelling.
The authors report that all levels and forms of the California Achieve
ment tests possess a high degree of validity. They maintain that the
selection of items, on which the validity depends is simplified in the test
because it measures some of the most tangible and easily identifiable ob
jectives of the curriculum.
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The reliability of the test is high. The coefficients of reliability
for reading, arithmetic and language for the California Achievement Tests
range from a low of .85 for spelling to .95 for arithmetic funda!aentals
for the various components of the test, and .97 for the complete battery.
The SPA Youth Inventory, Form A, which is a check list of 298 questions,
consists of eight parts, namely: (1) My School which is concerned with
things that may keep the student from getting along in school; (2) Looking
Ahead which is concerned chiefly with problems of choosing a career; (3)
About Myself which cails attention to the individual’s personal adjust
ment; (Ii.) Getting Along With Others which deals with social adjustment;
(5) My Home and Family which is concerned with problems arising out of re
lationships with the individual’s parents, brothers, and sister; (6) Boy
Meets Girl which seeks to identify problems in the area of dating; (7) Health
which deals with problems related to the individual’s general state of
health; and (8) Things in General which deals with problems of religious
and ethical questions. The Inventory was used to identify the problems
recognized by pupils involved in the study.
The authors report coefficients of reliability, which were computed by
the Spearman-Broi~,n and Kuder-Richardsori formulas, respectively-, range from
.80 to .90 on various parts of the test. In discussing the validity of the
test, however, they reported that when the child checked an item as being a
problem, it was evidence of the validity of that statement for the particular
child.
Continued administrations and use of the test is hoped to further
exemplify the validity of the test. At present, however, it would appear
that the validity of the inventory is debatable. Hence, it may be said
that this fact may be recognized as a limitation in this study.
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Subjects Involved in the Study.--The subjects involved in this study
consisted of eighty-six Negro pupils of the ninth grade classes of Brevard
County, Florida during the first semester of school, 1956—1957. There were
forty girls and forty-six boys, ranging in age from 13 to 17 years 11
months. There were 10 pupils ranging in age from 13 years to 13 years 11
months; 3ii. ranging in age from 1)4 years to 1)4 years 11 months; 26 ranging
in age from iS years to iS years 11 months; 1)4 ranging in age from 16 years
to 16 years 11 months, and 2 ranging in age from 17 years to 17 years
11 months.
From data derived from the California Test of Mental Maturity, the sub
jects were divided into three groups. The Upper Group, which consisted
of the upper 25 per cent of the distribution, consisted of 22 pupils; the
Middle Group, which consisted of the middle 50 per cent consisted of )42
pupils; and the Lower Group, which consisted of the lower 25 per cent con-
- sisted of 22 pupils. The mean ages of the groups were lLI..LL, lLi.11 and 15.8
respectively. The median I. Q.’s for the groups were l01~.7i, 83.50, and
71.80, respectively.
Procedure.——Prjor to administering the tests used in this study, a review
of the related literature pertinent to this study was made.
After the review of pertinent literature was made, permission was ob
tained from the administration of Brevard County Schools to conduct the re
search. Every effort was made to secure the cooperation of the teachers
and the pupils as well as orientate them to the purpose and nature of the
study.
The California Test of Mental Maturity was administered to all the
pupils of the ninth grade classes of Brevard County, for the major purpose
of classifying pupils into one of the three groups, i.e., upper, middle arid
-ll~
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lower. The classification was determined by ascertaining the upper 25
per cent, middle 50 per cent, and lower 25 per cent, respectively.
The California Achievement Test and the SRA Youth Inventory were ad
ministered to the subjects. Statistical data derived from the raw scores
made on the tests were assembled in appropriate tables.
The computation of essential statistics, namely: standard deviation,
standard error, Pearson’s “r”, and Fishers’ ~ were applied.
The findings, conclusions and implications derived from the analysis
and interpretation of the data have been formulated and presented within
this study.
Value of the Study.—-Since our democratic society entitles an individual
to develop through education and a variety of experiences without being
warped, and since many youths are confronted with problems that may interfere
with their school efficiency, it is incumbent upon the school to find the
pupils who need help, understand them, and help them in the solution of
their problems.
If this study can serve to help administrators and teachers gain a better
perspective of their students, and especially to identify implications for
guidance and personnel services, it will have fulfilled its purpose.
The Limitations of the Study.--There are certain inherent limitations
in this study-, namely: (1) sex differences were assumed to be inconse
quential; (2) the study did not deal with causative factors; (3) the con
clusions were valid only to the extent that the instruments used were valid;
and Ui.) the results are justifiable only for the subjects involved and
similar populations.
Survey of the Related Literature.-—The related literature reviewed
for this study involves literature related to intelligence, achievement,
9
personality and problems, and research studies.
Cruze1 indicates that there are numerous definitions for intelligence,
but the definitions are not always in agreement. While psycholgists view
intelligence from different points of view, they generally indicate by
their definitions that “intelligence emphasizes the adaptablity of the
organism to new and different situations, and seem, to identify intelli
gence rather closely with learning and problem—solving ability”.
It is further pointed out that:
The degree of mentality one possesses is measurelby
the complexity of the situation and problems that he, as
compared with other individuals of like a~e and some—
similar experiences, is capable of doing.~
It was pointed out by Spearman,3 that all intellectual abilities could
be expressed as functions of two factors, one a general or intellectual
factor common to every ability, and one a specific factor, specific to any
particular ability.
The question of the relationship of school achievement to mental ability
has received considerable attention. It is felt that success in any school
situation is dependent, to a great extent, upon mental maturity. It is
believed, however, that the influence of other factors such as motivation,
special abilities, required for certain subjects, methods of determining
grades, and teaching procedures make it impossible to determine or predict
accurately the future achievement of pupils from intelligence quotients.
In this connection, the following indicates the general view:
It is safer to make predictions from low intelligence test
scores than from average or high scores. Since degree of
½endell W. Cruze, Educational Psychology (New York, l9L~2), p. 139.
____ p. 139.
3lbid., p. 110.
intelligence does set rather broad limits to one’s limits to
achievement, it is safe to predict that a child of low in—
teligence will not surpass that limit. A child of average
intelligence may, as a result of low motivation or some
difficulty, present a record of achievement much inferior to
that of some pupils with considerably less intelligence ;~ whereas
another child of average intelligence may be so intensely in
terested in his work and may possess such efficient habits of
attention and concentration that he achieves more than some
children of greater ability.1
Martin and Stendler2 pointed out that it is quite possible that two
children of equal intelligence will differ in their learning achievement
in school. They further contend that the reason for some of the differences
of this nature may be due to instructional method, but more often it is due
to personality difficulty. This would seem to indicate that the achieve
ment of a pupil may veiy well be tied. up with his emotional outlook.
Osburn3 is of the opinion that ability is not only indication of one’s
ability to achieve. The following point is made:
Any child who is two or more years retarded has been
subjected to frustration for that long. Going to school is the
child’s business. If he fails, the results are likely to be as
serious to him as failure in business would be for father.
A similar point of view is taken by Faye Adams~ who writes:
A child does not ordinarily have personality problems
without his intelligence, previous achievements, habits of
work, health, home conditions, etc., being involved in one
way or another. A child failing in school does not usually
fail for one reason, such as lack of ability, personality
difficulties, etc., are usually involved. We must not, there
fore, attempt to infer from any one kind of information; we
must see the whole picture.
~Jendell W. Cruze, Educational Psycholo~, (New York, l91~2), pp.
159—160.
E. Martin and C. B. Stendler, Child Development (New York, 1953),
pp. 1~3L~-~35.
J. Osburn, “Emotional Blocks in Reading,” The Elementary School
Journal, Vol. LI, (May, 1951), p. 26.
~Faye Adams, Educating America’s Children (New York 1951), p. 179.
U
Kimball Young1 reports that excessive con~etition seems to have ad
verse influences on various students. The “slow learners” seem to become
despondent and stop trying. The !~average pupil” tends to become excessive
ly emotional or develop a “get by” attitude while the bright student tends
to get a somewhat over-rated opinion about his abilities. In any event,
the inference is that maladjustment develops which interferes with the
achievement of the pupils.
Cruze2 concludes that:
Unfortunately, many of the practices found in conven
tional schools serve to disturb personality integration
and to produce maladjustments. •..Failure to provide for
individual differences may be very largely responsible for
failure in class work.
Cole3 points out that the student encounters tremendous problems
in making the change from dependent childhood to independent adulthood.




Li.. Emancipation from Home Control
S. Intellectual Maturity
6. Selection of an Occupation
7. Use of Leisure
8. Philosophy of Life
It is further pointed out that:
It is necessary that the insecurity which comes from
anxieties and fears be reduced as soon and as completely
1Kimball Young, Personality and Problems of Adjustment (New York,
1952), p. Li23.
2Wendell W. Cruze, op. cit., p. Li.OLi..
3lluella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence, (New York, 1953), p. 6.
.~ ul~kI~~I II
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as possible, even if a teacher has as her objective only the
mastery of subject matter, because insecurity is a basic cause
of failure to learn among pupils of normal intelligence. Only
mental defect is as pervasive and important a factor in the
etiology of school failure. The reduction of anxiety and the
fhrnishing of emotional security are therefore essential to work
of the teacher.1
It seems rather clear from the literature that personality defects re
strict pupils in their intellectual growth. It is repeatedly stated that
students are constantly faced with problems that must be met with the
assistance of the school.
There are many studies cited in the literature which demonstrate the
relationship of personality and problems to achievement. Wherein no
attempts are made to ascribe any one trait as influencing achievement
solely, it is generally found that personality difficulty or problems very
definitely influence school achievement.
One such study, by Mangus and Woodard,2 reports as foilows:
1. “That intelligence or learning ability was found
to correlate more closely with personality adjust
ments.”
2. “That retardation in school is significantly corre
lated with maladjustment.”
3. “That retarded pupils revealed less satisfactory ad
justment scores than the non-retarded.”
In a study by Volkerding,3 an attempt was made to determine the degree
of school success and personality between a successful child and an un
successful child. A successful child was defined as one who was achieving
academically according to his ability, and who was also well adjusted
1-Ibid., p. 21i.7.
• 2Kimball Young, pp. cit., pp. L128—L~29.
3Eleanor Volkerding, “Characteristics of Successful and Unsuccessful
Eleven Year Old Pupils,” Elementary School Journal, (March, 19I~9), pp. !~o5-
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socially in school. An unsuccessful child was defined as one who was
ranked below the average of the group on measures of social and academic
success.
It was found that there was a statistically significant difference
between the two groups in favor of the successful child. The test scores
indicated that those who were more successful in school were better ad
justed personally and socially.
Stagner,~- reporting a study by Laird concerning relationships of
personality to academic aptitude and achievement, reported that there was
a slight difference in achievement among the students. The most important
difference existed between the students in personality and intelligence.
He indicated that the more stable pupils tended to make higher grades.
Hamilton,2 found in a study of selected pupils who scored above and
below one standard deviation of the mean in achievement similar results.
His study of selected students in the Atlanta University Laboratory School
revealed that the high achieving group was superior to the low achieving
group in their adjustment to life situations, and intelligence. Prevalent
problems between the two groups were about equal except home membership
and the feeling of insecurity which favored the low achieving group.
1Ross Stagner, “The Relationships of Personality to Academic Apti
tude and Achievement,” Journal of Educational Psychol~y, Vol. XXVI,
(May, 1933), pp. 61L8-660.
2Robert H. Hamilton, “Comparative Study of Personality, Intelligence,
and Prevalent Problems of a Group of Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade
Pupils at the Atlanta University Laboratory School, Atlanta, Georgia,
Who Scored Above and Below One Standard Deviation from the Moan on the
California Achievement Test,” Unpublished Master’s thesis, School of
Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, 19S5.
IIIIjkI~d
lii.
Holbrooks,1 made a study of the problems of It.5 pupils in the fifth
grade of the Florence Street High School, Savannah, Georgia, and found
that when the achievement test scores were correlated with the behavior
test scores the correlation was low. She pointed out, however, that
the behavior problems tended to be associated with poor achievement.
‘Viola C. Holbrooks, “A Study of the Problems of Forty-five Pupils
in the Fifth Grade of the Florence Street School, Savannah, Georgia,”
Unpublished Master’s thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia, 19)36.
I] !I~I L -
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The Probleni.--The problem in this study was to determine the tested
differences and relationships, if any, in achievement and incidence of
problems manifested by ninth grade pupils of Brevard County, Florida,
who scored in the upper quarter, middle fifty per cent, and the lower
quarter of the distribution on the California Test of Mental Maturity.
Treatment of Data.--The data for this investigation were obtained
from the test results from eighty-six Negro pupils of the ninth grade
classes of Brevard County, Florida. There were forty girls and forty-
six boys.
The entire population was administered three instruments, namely:
The California Test of Mental Maturity, the California Achievement Test,
and the SRA Youth Inventory. The California Test of Mental Maturity was
administered to ascertain upper quarter, the middle fifty per cent, and the
lower quarter which are hereafter referred to as the Upper Group, the
Middle Group, and the Lower Group, respectively.
The California Achievement Test, Intermediate Battery-, Form CC, which
consists of three major parts, arithmetic, reading, and language, was
administered to ascertain the achievement of the three groups. The SRA
Youth Inventory was administered to ascertain the incidence of problems
for the three groups.
The scores for each of the three groups were arranged in frequency
distributions for each section of the three major parts of the California
Achievement Test, and the SRA Youth Inventory-. From these scores the




The principal statistics in this study were the mean, the standard
deviation, the standard error of the mean, the standard error of the
difference between the means, Fisher’s “t”, and Pearson—Product Moment
Correlation.
The criterion of reliability for the measures of “significant differ
ence” was set at a “t” of 2.021 at the five per cent level of confidence
with 1L2 degrees of freedom, and a “t” of 2.00 at the five per cent level of
confidence with 62 degrees of freedom. Any difference between means which
revealed a “t” ratio of 2.02 or greater, with L~.2 degrees of freedom are
considered statistically significant for this study. A difference between
means which revealed a “t” of 2.00 or above,.with 62 degrees of freedom is
considered statistically significant at the five per cent level of con
fidence.
For testing the significance of a coefficient of correlation, Fisher’s
“t” was applied. A “t” of 2.086 or above is considered statistically sig
nificant with 20 degrees of freedom at the five per cent level of confidence.
Data derived from the scores of the two tests, namely: The California
Achievement Test and the SRA Youth Inventory, for total test and each com
ponent, are presented under the following captions: Results of the Cali
fornia Achievement Test, Results of the SRI~ Youth Inventory, and Corre—
lation Data.
Results of the California Achievement Test.——The results of the




Reading Vocabulary.——In Table 1, the statistical data derived from
the raw scores on “reading vocabulary” is presented. The “t” of .55
between the Upper Group and the Middle Group is not statistically sig
nificant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. The “t” score between
the Middle Group and the Lower Group is not statistically significant.
The “t” score between the Upper Group and the Lower Group is not statis
tically significant. Even though the “t’s” among the groups are not
TABLE 1
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (iu~AoING VOCABULARY) CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST
GROUPS N MEAN S.D. S.E. N1 -M2 S~E*D~m
Upper 22 39.00 30.20 L~.LL].
~ 2.70 LL.89 .55
Middle 142 36.20 13.50 2.11 6.30 14.76 1.27
~ 3.60 3.33 1.08
Lower 22 32.70 10.145 2.28
statistically significant, the means indicate that the performance of the
Upper Group is slightly favored over that of the Middle and Lower groups
while the performance of the Middle Group is slightly favored over that
of the Lower Group. The large standard deviations• of the three groups
indicate a Nide spread in ability within the respective groups.
1~
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Reading Comprehension.-— In Table 2, the statistical analysis of data
derived from the raw scores for the three groups is presented. A
score of 3,k6 between the Upper Group and the Middle Group; a “t” of
3.k6 between the Upper Group and the Middle Group; a “t” of 2.68 between
the Upper Group and the Lower Group ; and a “t” of 5.19 between the
Upper Group and the Lower Group indicate statistically, very significant
differences. It may be concluded, therefore, that the performance of
the Upper Group was significantly better thai the performance of the
TABLE 2
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (READING CO~REHENSION) CALIFORNIA~
ACFE~MENr TEST
GROUPS N MEAN S.D. S.E. M~ — M2 S.E.D.
Upper 22 29.k2~ 7.k7 1.63
_________ _____ _______ ______ _________ 6.78 1.96 3.1~6*
Middle 22.6I~ 6.99 1.09 11.69 2.25
k.91 1.90 a.68~
Lower 22 17.73 7.11
~8ignificant
Middle and Lower Groups on “reading comprehension.” It is also evident
that the performance of the Middle Group is better than the performance




Total Reading....— The statistical analysis of data derived from the
raw scores on “~~tal reading” is shown in Table 3. The, obtained “t”
score of 1.7k between the Upper Group and the Middle Group indicates
no significant difference between the performance of the two groups on
“total reading.” ‘The “t” score of 2.28 between the Middle Group . and the
Lower Group, since it is i~h~rgèr~hat the required “t” of 2.00 is ats~4~tie—
ticaily significant diffei’ence between the Middle Group and the Lower
TA3~ 3
STATISTICAL AM&t,YSIS OF DATA ON (TOTAL I~EADING)
ACNIEVEMENT TEST
CALIFORNIA
GROUPS N MF~AN 5.1). S.E. M.~ —M2 SED 11t’~
Middle k2 58.90 16.80 2.6k
4#Significant
Group in performance on “total reading.” An obtained “t” of 3.12., which
is larger that a required “b” of 2.02 at the 5 per cent level of confidence
evidences a very significant difference between the Upper Group and the
Lower Group in performance on “total reading.” Hence, it may be con
cluded that the Upper Group is superior to the Lower Group in performance
on “tota]. reading” of the California Achievement Test.















Arithmetic Reasoning.-—As indicated in Table ii., the statistical
analysis of the data derived from the raw scores made by the three groups
on the component “arithmetic reasoning” of the California Achievement Test
is presented. The “t” score of .78 between the Upper and Middle Groups, and
the “t” score of 1.26 between the Middle Group and the Lower Group were
not statistically significant at the S per cent level of confidence. How
ever, the “t’~ score of 2.L~.9 between the Upper Group and the Lower Group
TABLE)4
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (ARITHMETIC REASONING) CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST
GROUPS - N MEAN S.D. S.E. M1M2 S.E.D.m
Upper 22 22.60 8.]J.j~ 1.78
________ ____ _______ 1.59 2.0)4 .78
Middle Li.2 21.01 8.70 1.00 5.6)4 2.26 2.)49*
3.)49 2.78 1.26
Lower 22 16.96 6.36 1.39
*Significarn~
is significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence since it is larger
than the required “t” of 2.00.
Although there is no significant difference between the Upper and
Middle Groups, and between the Middle Group and the Lower Group, there is
a slight difference in performance which favors the Upper Group and the
Middle Group, respectively.
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Arithmetic Funda~enta].s...... In Table 5, the statistical analysis of data
derived from the raw scores on “arithmetic fundamentalgi! is presented.
The “t” score of 2.16 between the Upper Group and the Middle Group reveals
a statistically significant difference in favor of the Upper Group. The
“t” score of 2.02 between the Middle Group and the Lower Group indicates
a statistically si~gnificant difference in favor of the Middle Group• There
Table 5
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (ARITH~TIC FUNDAI~ENTAIS) CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEi~p TEST
GROUpS N IV!EAN S.D. S.E. ~ M~ S,E.D.~ ~‘t11
Upper 22 39.50 iL~.5o 3.16
_8.oo 3.71 2.16*
Middle 31.50 12.I~O 1.9L~ 15.00 L~.O9 3.67*
____ —- ______ ______ 7.00 3.21k 2.02*
Lower 22 11.85 11.85 2.59
~6ignificant
is a very signifje~~ difference between the Upper Group and the Lower
Group, revealed by the 11t~~ of 3.67, which favors the Upper Group, There..
fore the differences indicate that the performances on arithmetic fun-.
damentals component of the California Achievement Test favor the Upper
Group over the Middle 0roup, the Middle Group over the Lower Group, and
the Upper Group over the Lower Group.
flhIiAtI
22~
Total Arithmetic..-— In table 6, the statistical data derived from
raw scores on ~ arithmetic” is presented. The $I~~I of 1.7]. between
the Upper Group and the Iv~Lddle Group~ indicate no statistical difference in
the performance of the two groups. A “t” oI’ !.58 reveals a statistically
significant difference between the I~Lddle Group and the Lower Group in
performance on the “total arithmetic” con~onent of the california AC~iievenient
Test. A “t” of 3.51 between the Upper Group and the Lower Group, which
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
TABLE 6
OF DATA ON (TOTAL ARITHMETIC) CALIIORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST
~UPS N 1~4N S.D. S.E. N1 — N2 S•E.D.m
~dd3~e ).IIZ 53.10 l5.9a 2,tL9
.~
~Significant
favors the upper Group, is very statistically significant. The perfor.
mances of the groups on the “arithmetic” con~onent of the California
Achievement Test, as indicated by their large standard deviatiOns show
a. wide spread of ability within the groups.











Mechanics of English Gr nmar~— In Table 7, the statistical analysia
of data derived from the raw scores on the “mechanics of English Grammarl
Con~onent of the California. Achievement is presented.
The obtained “t” score of .2:9 between the Upper Group and the Middle
Group indicate no statistically significant difference between the perfor
mance of the two groups. The ItII of 5.00 between the Middle Group and
the Lower Group indicate a very statistically significait difference
TABLE 7
STATISTICAL ANALISIS OF DATA ON (~CHA.NICS OF ENGLISH GABMAR) CAIIFORNI~
AdHIEVE~ENr TE~
- . -
GROUPS N MEAN S.D. S.E. Z~ —. N2 S.E.D.m
Upper 22 k3.85 10.05 2.11
.______ .72: 2.li5 .29
Middle 1~2 1i3.13 7.98 1.25 11.15 2.69
~ . 1~.LaL 2.09 5.00*
Lower 22 32.69 7.65 1.67
~*Significant
between the performance of the two groups, favoring the Middle Group.
The “ta of 1~.]5 between the Upper Group and the Lower Group reveal a
very statistical significant difference between the performance of the
two groups which favor the Upper Group.
Spe1lit~g.— The statistical analynis of data derived from the raw
scores on the “spelling” coqonent of the California Achievement Test
is presented in Table 7 below.
The “t” score of ~U between the performance of the Upper Group and
the ~dd1e Group is not statistically significant at the five per cent
level of confidenbe. The “t” of l.Oli. between the performance of the
~ddJ.e Group and the Lower Group is not significant at the 5 per cent
T.ABLE8
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (SPELLENG) CALIFORI~IIA
AOHIEVEMENr TEST
• GROUPS. N MEAN S.D.. S.E. M~ .4!,~ S.E.D.m
Upper 22 12.k2 6.89 1.52
. . . .21 1.89 .11
laddie k2 12.ZTi 7.1k 1.12 2.02 1.61 1.25
— — 1.81 1.7k 1.0k
Lower 22 l0.kO 5.58 1.13
level of confidence. The “t” of 1.25 between the performance of the Upper
Group and the Lower Group is not statistically significant at the 5 per
cent level of confidence.
Therefore, it may be concluded that there is no statistically sig
nificant difference in performance among the Upper and Middle Groups,
the Middle and Lower Groups, or the Upper and Lower Groups on the
“Spelling” component of the California Achievement Test.
ii I Ii
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Total Language.-~ In Table 9~ a statistical analysis of the data from
raw scores on “total language” con~onent of the California Achievement
Test is presented.
The obtained “t” score of .88 between the Upper Group and the 1~iddle
Group indicates a statistically significant difference on the performance
of “total language” between the two groups. The “t” of 3.96 between the
Middle Group and the Lower Group indicate a very significant difference
TABLE 9
,S~ATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DAJ~A ON (TOTAL lANGUAGE) CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVE!AENT TEST
Groups N MEAN S.D. S.E. M] — N2 S•E•D~m
58.60 15.90 3J48




lower 22 k2.70 fl].O 2~142
*Significant
at the 5 per cent leyel of confidence between the performances of the two
groups on ~total language” which favors the Middle ~ The “t” of 14.60
between the Upper Group and the Lower Group indicates that the performance
between the Upper Group end the Lower Group is statistical]~ significant
in favor of the Upper Group.
Upper 22
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Total Test.—- In Table 10, the statistical analysis of data derived from
raw scores for the three groups on the California Achievement Tesb (total
test) is shown. This “t” of i.6)4 between the Upper Group and the Middle
Group is not statisticafly significant at the 5 per cent level of con—
fidence. The “t” score of 3.59 between the Middle Group and the Lower
Group is very significant, and indicates that the Middle Group did
superior to the Lower Group on total achievement of the California
TABIZ:i0
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (ToTAL T]~ST) CMJFORNIA
ACHIEVE)AENT ITEST
GROUPS N WAN S.D. S.E. 1V~J — M2 S•E•Bm “t1
Upper 22 183.00 55.92 12.2].
22.00 l3.klj 1.6)4
Middle )42 16)4.00 36.80 5.61 52.60 1)4.32 3~.67*
33.60 9.35 3.59
Lower 22 j30.)4O 3)4.30 7.1i8
4~Significant
Achievement Test, The “t” of 3.67 between the Upper Group and the Lower
Group is very significait at the 5 per cent level of confidence, This
indicates that the performance of the tipper Group was superior to the
performance of the Lower Group on the California Achievement Test.
The large standard deviations of the three groups indicate a wide
spread of ability within each group.
a7
Results of the SRA Youth Inventozy..— The results from the SRA Youth
Inventory and. its components are presented in Tables 11-19.
1~- School.-— In Table ~!, the statistical analysis of data derived
from the raw scores on the problem area “~~ is presented.
The “t” between the Upper Groixp and the ~.ddle Group is 1.58 which is
not statistically significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence;
the “t” of .61 between the ~dd1e and Lower Groups i1~ not statistically
TABLE 11
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (~ ScHooL) ~RA YOUTH INVENTORY
GROUPS N MEAN S.D. S.E. Mj — M2 S.E.D.m ‘It”
Upper 22 6.68 5.12 1.l2~
2.16 1.37 1.58
~tLddle k2 8.8k 5.08 .79 1.37 1.5k .89
. .79 1.3~ •61
Lower 22 8.05 k.86 1.06
significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence; and a “t” of .89
between the Upper and the Lower Group is not significant at the 5 per cent
level of confidence.
Therefore, there is no statistically significant difference in the
incidence of problems as recognized by the three groups in the area of
“my school” of the SRA Youth Inventory.
•J~ rn*IIlari~,ILmI
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Looking Ahead.-.-. In Table 12, the statistical data derived from the
raw scores on the problem area “looking thead” is presented. The “t’~
of .85 between the Upper Group and the addle Group is not statistically
significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence; the “t” of 1.50 between
the ~dd1e Group and the lower Group is not statistically significant at
the 5 per cent level of confidence; and. the “t” of .70 between the Upper
Group and. the Lower Group is not statisticaily significant at the 5 per
cent level of confidence.
TABLE 12
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATE ON (LOOKLNG AHEAD) SRA~ YOUTH INVENTORY
GROUPS N MEAN S.D. S.E. M~ S•E•D•m
--- -
Upper 22~ 12.k6 7.38 1.17
1.k7 1.72 .85
~4d2e i42~ 13.93 8.0k 1.26 1.19 1.70 .70
2.66 1.2k 1.50
lower 22 U.27 6.66 1.2k
Therefore there is no statistical difference in the incidence of pro
blems redognized by the ,three groups in the area of “looking ahead” of
the SPA Youth Inventory.
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About 1~ywelf.— In Table 13, the statistical analysis of data derived
from raw snores on the area “about myself” is presented. The “t” of 1.50
between the Upper Group and the Middle Group is not significant at the S
per cent level of confidence; and the “t” of .52’ between the Upper Group
and the Lower Group is not statistically significant at the 5 per cent
level of confidence. The “t” of 2.31 between the Middle Group and the
Lower Group is statistical1~ significant at the 5 per cent level 01’ con—
£idence. Hence, there is a significanct difference in the incidence of
TABLE13
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (ABouT MYSEIF) SRA YOUTH INVENTORY
• GROUPS N MEAN S~.D. S.E. M1 ~ M~ S.E.D.m “t”
Upper 22 9.00 7,69 147
3.01 2.01 1.50
Middle ?i~2 12.01 7.1k 1,11 1.15 2.19 .52
- k.16 Ii.80 2.31*
LOwer 22 7.85 6.15 1.k2~
a L-~ —
4*Significant
problems as recognized by the groups in favor of the Middle Group, in
the area of “about n~-se1f” of the SRk Youth Inventory.
Getting Alo~~g With Others,—— In Table 1k, on page 30, the statistical
data derived from raw scores on the area “getting along with others” is
presented. The “t” between the Upper Group and the Lower Group is .25
which is statistically insignificant at the 5 per cent level of confidence;
the “t” of 1.32 between the Middle Group and the Lower Group is~ not
Significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence; and the “t” of 1.3k
30
between the Upper Group and the Lower Group is not significant at the
per cent level of confidence. Therefore, it can be concluded that there
is no significant difference in the incidence of problems as recognized
by- the subjects on the “getting along with others’s area of the SEA Youth
Inventory.
lVherein the differences existing among the groups were not statisti
cally significant, the difference in the means of the respective groups
TABLE I~
ST~~ISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS) SEA YOUTH
INVENTOR!
—
GROUPS N ~AN S.D. S.E. M~ ~ S,E.D.m
Upper 22 11.50 7.92 l.73~
—~ .i~9 2.10 .23
Middle ~ 11.01 7.62 1.19 3.15 2.35
• 2.66 2.02 l.3a
Lower 22 8.35 7.32 1.59
indicate that the Upper Group manifested the greatest incidence of problems
while the Lower Group manifested the lowest incidence of problems on the
“getting along with others” area of the SEA Youth Inventory.
~ Home and Fantily..... In Table 15, on page 31, the statistical analysis
of data derived from the raw scores on “my home and family is presented.
A “ti’ of 2.70 between the Upper Group and the Middle Group indicates a
statistically signifieanbe.djffe~n~~ at the 5 per cent level of confidence
in incidence of problems as manifested in the Upper and Middle Groups on
“my home and family” which favors the Middle Group, The “t” score of
J~6II~~
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1.68 between the Middle Group and the Lower Group is not statistically sig
nificant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. The “t” of 1.35 between
the Upper Group and the Lower Group is not statistically significant at
the 5 per cent level of confidence.
Boy ~ets Girl.-— On page 32, Table 16, the statistical analysis of
data derived from the raw scores on “boy meets girl” area of the SRI~
Youth Inventory is presented. The obtained “t’s” between the Upper and
Middle Gr~ups, between the )~Lddle and Lower Groups, and between the Upper
and Lower Groups indicate no statisitcal significant differences on the
TABLE 15~
STATISTICAL AI~ALYSIS OF DATA ON (~Y HOME AND FAMI!~) SRA YOUTH INVENTORY
GROUPS N ~AN S.D. S.E. M~ - M2 S•E•D•m
Upper 22 1~.Ok 5.00 1.08
k.1i8 1.66 2.70*
Middle 1.~2 8.52 8.07 1.26 1.86 1.lil 1.33
. 2.60 1.55 1.68
Lower 22 5.92 k.k2 .91
*~ignificant
“bat meets girl” area of the SRA Youth Inventory. Therefore, it can be
Concl~ded that there is no significant difference among the respective
groups in the incidence of problems as manifested by their recognition
of problems ~fli the “boy meets girl” area of the SEA Youth Inventory.
Health.—— On page 33, Table 17, the statistical analysis of data de
rived from the raw scores on the “health” area of the SEA Youth Inventory.,
~1 ~]~L~J
is presented.
The obtained “t” of 1.11 between the Upper Group and the Middle Group
is not statistically significant; the “1~” between the Middle Group and
Lower Group is not statistically significant; and the “t” of .30 between
the Upper Group and the Lower Group is not statistically significant.
Therefore, it may be concluded that there is no statistically sig’
nificant difference in incidence of problems among the respective groups
ae manifested by their recognition of problems on the “health” area of the
TABLE 16
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (BOY MEETS GIRL) SPA YOUTH INVENTORY
GROUPS N MEAN S.D. S.E. ~ — M~ S.E.D.m
Upper 22 6.00 5.56 1.21
l.61i l.U 1.11
Middle k2~ 7.61~ 5.1i8 .86 •!~9 1,66 .30
-- 1.15 .89 .81
Lower 22 6.k9 6.18 1.13
SPA Youth Inventory.
Things in GeneraL— On page 3ii~, Table 18, the statistical analysis of
data derived from raw scores on “things in general” is shown. The “t”
of .28 between the Upper and Middle Groups is not statisitcally signifi-.
cant; and the “t” of .99 between the Middle and Lower Groups is not statis’
tically significant. The “t” between the Upper and Middle Groups is not
statistically significant. Hence, it may be concluded that there, is no
statistically significant difference in the incident of problems as mani
fested by the respective groups in their recognitkon of problems on the
~things in general” area of the SPA Youth Inventory.
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SRi Youth Invent~~r (Total Problems).—— In Table 19, page 35, the
statistical analysis of data derived from the raw scores on “total pro
blems” of the SRA. Youth Inventory is ~re~en1~ed, The “ti? of 1.16 between
the Upper and. Middle Grohps indicates no statistically significant dif
ference in the incidence of problems between the two groups. The ~
of 2.03 between the Middle Group and the Lower Group indicate a statis—
ticaily significant difference in the incidence of problems between the
two groups which favors the Middle Group. The “t” of 1.00 between the
TABLE 17
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (BEA~H) SRA. YOUTH INVENTORY
GROUPS N ~AN S.D. S.E. ~ M~ S.E.D.m
p — - -. -__—
Upper 22 5.0i~ 3.li.2. .72
.32 1.02 .3].
Middle k2 5.36 k.60 .72 1.00 i.o1~
, 1.32 .96 1.38
Lower 22 k.014. 2.9k .6k
Upper Group and the Lower Group indicates no statistically significant dif—
ferencê between the two groups in the incidence of problems.
Therefore, it may be said that there is a statistically significant
difference ‘between the Middle Group and the Lower Group in the incidence of
problems at the S per cent level of confidence which favors the Middle
group,, and that there is no significant difference between the Upper and
Middle Groups , and between the Upper and Lower Groups in the incidence
of problems as manifested on the SRt~ Youth Inventory (Total Problems)
at the 5 per cent level of confidence.
31~.
The statistical analysis of the data for the eight areas reveals that
there were statistically significant differences between the Middle Group
and the Lower Group on “about myself” which favored the Middle Group;
between the Middle Group and the Upper Group on “my home and family”
which favored the Middle Group;a~dtn~n t~e~~t’total problems” between the
Middle Group and Lower Group which favors the Middle Group,
The area which do not show any statistics].. significant differences
TABI~ 18
ATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON (THINGS IN GENERAL) SRA YOUTH INVENTORY
GROUPS N )AEAN S.D. S.E. M~ -M2 S~E•D•m “t”
Upper 22 7.50 5.5k 1.21
.]i9 1.77 .28
)IIDDM k2 7.99 7.7k 1.29 1.36 1.80 .76
1.85 1.86 .99
Lower 22~ 6.1k 6.16 1.3k
~fÔ1i~ ~ ~öj~ ~: “my school,” “looking ahead,t’ “getting along with
others,” I~boy meets girl,” “things in general,” and~
Correlation Data,.... The coefficients of correlations between scores made
on the CalifornAa Achievement Test and the SEA Youth Inventory- for the
Upper Group, Middle Group, and the Lower Group are presented in Tables 20,
21, and 22 respectively,
The Upper Group..... In Table 20, page 36, the coefficients of correlation
between scores made on the 0alifornja Achievement Test and SEA Youth Inven-.
tory are presented.
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The “i” for “readthng” and “total problems” is .01 with a standard error
of .21, and a “t” of .06 which is not statistically significant at the 5
per cent level of confidence. The “r” -for “total arithmetic” and “total
problems” is —.11 with a standard error of .70 which was not statistically
significant at the 5 per c~zt level àf confidence. The “r” for “total
problems and “total Language” is ~20 with a standard error of • 20 and a “t”
of 1.29 which is not significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence.
T~BIE19
S]~ATISTIOAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON SRA YOUTH INVENTORY (ToTAL PROBLE1~)
__
GROUPS N ~AN S.D. S.E. — N2 S.E.D.m
Upper 2~ 62.70 32.30 7.llj.
11.60 9.97 1.16




Lower 22’ kO.95 8.9Li~
~ignificant
The “r for total achievement and “total problems” is .19 with a stan-.
clard error of .21, and a “t” of .85 which is met significant at the 5 per
cent level of confidence. Therefore, it may be concluded that there is
no instance of significant relationship between problems and achievement
for the Upper Group. -
The addle Group.-.- In Table 2l,page 37, the coefficients of correla
tion between scores made on the 0alifornia Achievement Test and the SEA
Youth Inventory are presented.
The “r” of .32 for “total reading” and “total problems” with a stan-.
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TABLE 20
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCORES M1~DE ON THE CALUORNIA
ACNIEVE~ENT TEST AND THE SRA. YOUTH INVENTORY FOR THE
UPPER GROUP
SIGNI~IQANCE
VARIABLES N (if “i’” p(.o5)
Total Reading
and 22 20 —.01 .21 .70 2.086
Total Problems
Total Arithmetic ~ 2.086
and 22 20 —.11 .2].
Total Problems
Total Language
and 22 20 .20 .20 1.29 2.086
Total Problems
Total Achievement
and 22 20 .19 21 .85 2.086
Total Problems
~ai~d ~ ö1’ .L~, à±~d A “t” of 2.15 is statistically significant at the
5 per cent level of confidence; the “r” of .07 for total arithmetic and
total problems and a “t” of ~ is not statistically significant at the 5
per cent level of confidence; and the “r” of .13 for “total language” and
“total problems” with a standard error of .15, and a “t” of .85 is not
statistically significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence.
The “r” for “total achievement” and ~tota]. problems” is —.37 with a
standard error of .13, and a “t” of 2.52, is statistically significant at
the 5 per cent level of confidence. Hence, it may be said that the re
lationship between total arithmetic and total problems, and between total
language arid problems are not significant; that the correlation between




COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELA.TIONS BETWEEN SCORES MADE ON TUE CALIFORNIA
ACBIEVEM~N]~ TEST AND SRA YOUTH INVENTORY FOR THE
MIDDLE GROUP
VARIABLES N df “r” Qr SIGNIFIGAN
“t”
1~tal Reading
and li.2 hO .32 .15 2.15 2~.O21
Total Problems
Total Arithmetic
and L~O .07 .17 2.02!L
Total Problems
Total Language
and k2 hO .13 .15 .85 2.021
Total Problems
Total Achievement
and Li.O —.37 .13 2.52 2.021
Total Problems
tM~ tli~ 6Ô~E]AtiÔtL bt~è~ “total achievement and
“tots]. problems” indicate a statistically significant negative relation
ship for the Middle Group.
The Lower Grou?j.lI. In Table 22, on page 38, the coefficients of cor
relations between scores made on the California Achievement Test and the
SRA Youth Inventory are presented.
The “r” of .03 between “total reading” and “total problems” with a
standard of error of ~21, and a “t” of .11. is not signiftcant; the “r”
of e.l3 with a st~ndard error of .20, and a “t” of .59 is not significant;
and the “r” of •ll between “total language” and total problems” with a
standard error of .21 and a “t” of .50 is not significant at the 5; per




COEF~~IENTS OF CORRELATIONS BET~JVEEN SCORES MADE ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVE?VIENr TEST AND THE SHA YOUTH INVENTORY FOR THE
W~ER GROUP
V VABIABLES N df “r” Qr SIGNIFICANCE
~ “t”
Total Reading
and 22 20 .03 .21 .1k 2.086
Tote]. Problems
Total Arithmetic
and 22 20 —.13 .20 .59 2.086
Tote]. Problems
Total Language
and 22 20 .U .21 .50 2.086
Total Problems
Total Language a
and 22 20 .07 .20 .31 2~.o86
Total Pioblems
The “r” between “total achievement” and eltotal problems” of .07 with a
standard error of .20, and a “t” of .31 is not significant at the 5 per
cent level of confidence. Henme, the coefficients of correlation show
no instances of statistically significant relationships between the re
spective variables for the Lower Group..
Comparison f~ata.-- The median I, Q. for the Upper 0roup., J~dd1e Group
and the Lower Group are 10k.?]., 83.50, and 71.80 respectively. The
Median I. Q. for the standardizing group is 101.5. Thus, the Upper ‘~roup
scored above the msdian I. Q. of the standardizing group, wbi~.e the
Middle and Lower groups scared below the standardizing group in mental
ability.
In Table 23, the comparison data between the local groups and the
standardizing group are presented.
TABLE 23
PERCEMPILE RANKS OF TEE UPPER, MEDDLE AND LOWER GROUPS
ON. TEE CALIFORNIA ACE EE~N~ TEST
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AREA. UPPER GROUP MEDDLE GROUP LOWER GROUP
k~an Percentile ),~an Percentile Mean Percentile
Score Rank Score Rank score - Rank
Reading 39.00 5 36.30 5 32.70 1
Vocabulary
Reading 29.k2 5 22.6k 1 17.73. 1
Comprehension
Total 69,50 5 58.90 1 1~.9.75 1
Reading
Arithmét~c 22.60 10 21.01 5~ 16 16.96 5
Reasoning





English k3.85 k3.13 32.69 5
Gra~ar
Spelling 12.k2 12.21 iS l0~0 10
Total 58.60 25 55.10 20 k2.70 10
Language
Total 183.00 ~61ij~.O0 130.kO 1
Test
For the Upper Group, a percentile rank of 5 is~in
any area. The percentile rank for total test is also 5 which indicates
that 95 per cent of the standardized group scored above the local group,
while 5 per cent scored below the local group. The highest percentile
rank is 25 which indicates that 75 per cent of the standardized group
scored above the local group and 25 per cent scored below the local
group in mechanics of English grammar and total language.
li.O
For the !v~Ldd1e Group the lowest percentile rank is one which is found
for reading con~rehension, total reading, and arithmetic fundamentals.
This indicates that 99 per cent of the standardized group scored above the
boa), group in those areas. The highest percentile rank is 25. The percen
tile rank for total test is 5, which indicates that 95 per cent of the stan-.
dsrdi~ied group scored above the local group and 5 per cent scored below the
group in achievement.
For the Lower Group the lowest percentile rank is one. The percentile
rank for total test is one which indicates that 99 per cent of the standar
dized group scored above the local group in achievement. The highest per
centile rank is 10 in total language and spefling. Hence, ~9,~Q) per cent of
the standardized group scored higher than the local group and 10 per cnet
scored below the local group in these areas,
Tables 2k, 25, and 26 present statistical data which were computed to
ascertain whether or not there are significant differences in the incidence
of problems as manifested by the Standardized~ Group and the local groups.
A “t” of 1.96 or larger indicates a significant difference at the 5 per cent
level of confidence.
Table 2k reveals that there are no st~tistica1ly significant differences
between the Standardized Group and the Upper Group of the local sample on
any of the areas of the SEA. Youth Inventory.
In Table 25, the respective “~‘s” of 2.31, 2.17 and 1.97 indicate that
there are statistically significant differences between the Standardized
Group and the ~Ldd].e Group on the areas of About !v~yself, Iffy Home and Family,
and Health of the SEA Youth Inventory, which favors the 1v~ddle Group.
Hence, it may be concluded that the ?~i.dd1e Group of the local sample indi
cated a greater incidence of problems in the respective areas that the Stan-.
darzided Group, On the areas of !v~r School, betting Along With Others, Boy
Meets Girl, and Things in General, of the SRA Youth Inventory, there are
no statistically significant differences between the performance of the
Standardized Group and the 1~U.ddle Group.
Table 26 indicates that there are no statistically significant differences
bet~ween the Standardized Group and the Lower Group of the local ~a~le on
any of the areas of the SRA. Youth Inventory.
TABLE 2k
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON THE EIGHT AREAS OF THE SEA YOUTH INVENTORY FOR
THE STANDARDIZED GROUP AND THE UPPER GROUP OF THE LOCAL SAMPlE
NUMBER Standardized Gro~p Upper Group
AREAS of —
Items M~5n S.D. S.E. M~5,fl S.D. S.E. !~ M~ 5.E.D.m ~t”
~ School 33 7.38 k.69 .09 6.68 5.12 1.12 2.16 1.12 1.93
~ 37 12.05 7.09 .1k 12.k6 7.38 1.17 .31 1.18 .26
About i~1~ 9.k2 6.10 .11 9.00 7.69 1.67 .k2 1.68 .25
~rse1f
Gettin~A1on~~0 io.ko 6.32 .13 11.50 7.97 1.73 1.10 1.7k .62
?~Horne and ~ 5.76 6.59 .i3~ k.Ok 5.00 1.08 1.72 1.09 1.58
By T~ets ~ 6.6k k.98 .10 6.00 5.59 1.21 .6k .52
Girl
Health 25 3.91~ 2.77 .06 5.0k 3.k2 .72 1.10 .72 t.L53~
~ 3k 6.36 5.06 .10 7.50 5.5k i.a 1.1k 1.22 .93
TABLE 25
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON THE EIGHT AREAS OF THE SRJ~ YOUTH INVENTORY FOR
THE STAM)ARDIZED GROUP I~D THE ~DIE GROUP OF THE LOCAL SA1~PLE
- Thiznber Standardized Group U~per Qrou~p I
Items Mean S.D. S.E. Mean S.D. S.E. M11 — 112 S•E•D•m ~
1~ School 33 7.38 .09 8.8k 5.08 79 l.k6 .79 1.85
Looldng
Ahead 37 12.05 7.09 .1k 13.93 8.0k 1.26 1.88 1.27 1.5k
About ~se1f
Wself ~ 9.i~2 6.10 12.01 7.1k 1.2J. 2.59 1.12 2.31*
With Others io.ko 6.32 .13 L1.O1 7.62 1.19 .61 1.20 .51
WHome and 576 6.59 .13 8.52 8.07 1.26 2.76 1.27 2.17*
Boy Meets 32 6.6k k.98 .10 7.6k Sk8 .86 1.00 .87 1.15
Health 25 3.9k 2.77 .06 5.36 k.6o .72 1.k2 .72 1.97
3k 6.36 5.06 .10 7.99 7.7k 1.29 1.63 1.30 1.25
~6ignificant at the 5 per cent level of confidence.
TABLE 26
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON THE EIGHT AREAS OF THE SEA YOUTH INVENTORY FOR
THE STANDARDIZED GROUP AND THE LOWER GROUP OF THE LOCAL SANPLE
Number Standardized Group Upper Grouf
Areas of
Itemg Mean S.D. S.E. Mean S.D. S.E. ~ — M~ S•E~D.m t’t”
Ltr School 33 7.38 k.k9 .09 8.05 k.86 1.06 .67 1.06 .63
37 12.05 7.09 .1k 11.37 6.66 1.2k .68 1.25 .5k
kb 9.k2 6.10 7.85 6.15 1.k2 1.57 1.k2 1.09
Getting
Along with 1~o 1O.ko 6.32 .13 8.35 7.32 1.59 2.05 1.60 1.28
Others
WHome and s~ 5.76 6.59 .13 5.92 k.k2 .91 .16 .92 .17
Boy Meets 25 6.6k .10 6.k8 6.18 1.13 .16 1.1k .ih
Health 25 3.9k 2.77 .06 k.ok 2.9k .6k .10 .6k .16
6.36 5.06 .10 6.1k 6.16 1.314 .22 1.35
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CHAPTER III
SUL~MARY, CONCLUSIONS, I~il~LICATIONS, P~D RECOM~NDATIONS
Introcictory Statement.—-. A school is judged on its record of educating
people. To in~rove the school, teachers and administrat~ra must focus~ on
its job of educating. )~re subject matter achievement, as good as it may
be, is not good enough, for the process of education is far more involved.
It involves, in addition to subject matter, all these activities that help
individuals to adjust to life. To this end, the school must view the mdi—
vicual as a whole. It must take into account that individual needs are of
many kinds which must be recognized and provided for.
It is incumbent upon the school, therefore, to know more about the
individual than his I. Q., for the proper assessment of one’s potential
Ca~ not. be made by viewing only one aspect of his developient. The “good
achievers” are not so only because they have ability. The converse is
equally true of the “poor achievers.”
Further, the individual comes to school predisposed to certain atti-.
tudes, behavior, etjc. Thus, his normal achievement or adjustment may be
regar~3ed by non—school factors as well as school factors. Because of his
immaturity and lack of experience, the school must offer the individual
guidance that will ensure him the highest possible adjustment to life.
No matter what his mental ability, achievement level, or social status, he
must be allowed to develop to the highest level that is possible for hi~i.
Studies have revealed that more often than not, differences in school
achievement is due in part to personality difficulty. Thus, this study
is an outgrowth of a keen interest in the seemingly low achievement and




Problem and Methodolo~.- The problem involved in this study was to
determine the tested differences and relationships, if any, in achieve
ment and incidence of problems manifested by ninth grade pupils of Brevard
County, Florida who scored in the Upper quarter, the middle fifty per cent,
and the lower quarter of the distribution on the California Test of Mental
Maturity.
The major objective of this study was to ascertain the differences and
relationships in the achievement and the incidence of problems of ninth
grade pupils of varying degrees of mental maturity.
~re specifically, the purposes were as follows:
1. To identify the upper quarter, the middle fifty per dent and
the lower quarter of the pupils from the results of the Califor
nia Test of Mental Maturity.
2. To determine the achievement of the three groupd.
3. To determine the difference, if any, in achievement among the
three groups.
1~.. To determine the ~i~idenceeof problems for the three groups.
~. To determine the difference, if any, in the incidence of pro
blems among the three groups.
6. To determine the relationships, if any, between achievement
and incidence of problems among the groups.
7. To determine what feasible educational iu~lications can be
drawn from the analysis and interpretation of the data.
The Descriptive—Survey Method of research, en~loying statistical
analysis of data, was used to gather and treat the data for this study.
The data gathering instruments in this research were: The California
Test of Mental Maturit~ (Intermediate) for grades 7—10 to adult, l9~l
Edition, The California Achievement Tests (Intermediate) for grades 7—9,
Form CC, and the SRP~. louth Inventory for grades 9—12, Form A.
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The C5lifornia Test of Mental Maturity which consists of two parts,
non—language and language, was administered to determine the three groups,
namely, Upper, Middle and lower. The coefficients of reliability of the
test as described in the manual indicates that the reliability for total
factors is .95, and the reliability for the components r~nge from.36 to
.93. The Validity of the test is reported as being very high when corre
lated with the Stanford Binet.
The California Achievement Test was administered to measure the achieve
ment of the pupils used in the study. It consists of three sections, name
ly, Reading, Arithmetic, and Language. Each sub—test is divided into two
parts. The authors report in the manual that the coefficients of reliability-
of the test range from .85 to .95 for the components and .97 for the total
test.
The SRA Youth Inventory, Form A, was used to ascertain the items stu..
dents recognized as problems. It consists of a check list of 298 questions.
It is divided into eight part~a, namely: (i) My School, (2) Looking Ahead,
(3) About Myself, (14) Getting Along With Others, (5) My Home and Family,
(6) Boy Meets Girl, (7) Health, and (8) Things in General. Coefficients
of reliability were computed by the Speatman—Brown and Kudu—Richardson formu
la and ranged from .80 to .90 on various parts of the test. In discussing
the validity of the test, however, they reported that when the child checked
an item as being a problem, it was evidence of the validity of that state
ment for that particular child.
The subjects involved in this study consisted of eighty—six Negro
pupils of the ninth grade classes of Brevard County, Florida during the
first semester, 1956.57. The subjects ranged in age from 13 years to 17
years U months. The mean age for the Upper Group was 114.14, for the Middle
~l~J I ~hI ~ ~
Li.8
Group ]J.1..8, and for the Lower Group 15.8.
Prior to administering the tests used in this study, a review of the
related literature was made, after which permission was obtained from the
proper school authorities.
The California Test of Mental Maturity was administered to the subjects
to ascertain the Upper Group, the Middle Group, and the Lower Group.
The California Achievement Test was administered to the subjects to
ascertain the incidence of problems as recognized by the subjects. Statis
tical data derived from the raw scores made on the tests were assembled
in appropriate tables.
The computation of essential statistics, namely: mean, standard devia
tion, standard error, Fisherts “t”, and Pearson’s sr” were applied.
Summary of the Related Literature.--The related literature pertinent
to this study revealed that there are various definitions for intelligence.
It was generally felt, however, that intelligence represents the ability of
the organism to adopt to new and different situations, and that it was
closely identified with learning and problem-solving.
The view that one’s achievement or school success is dependent to a
great extent upon his mental ability was commonly expressed. However,
it was pointed out that there are numerous other factors in this connection,
such as motivation, special abilities, methods of determining grades,
teaching procedures, and personality difficulty.
Further, it is expressed that poor adjustment is often a contributing
factor in poor school achievement, and that poor school achievement is
often a contributing factor in poor adjustment. However, the point was
made that poor achieving or failure is not usually a result of one factor,
rather, it is a result of many factors operating on the organism.
Iii u~
It was generally held that the student encounters munerous problems
and that these problems stem mostly from feelings of insecurity brought
on by anxieties and fears encountered in the adolescent striving from de
pendent childhood to adulthood.
There are many studies which were concerned with the proper assessment
of problems or maladjustment and intelligence upon achievetent. Although
few studies atten~ted to ascribe any one trait as influencing achievement
solely, it was generally held that personality difficulty- or problems very
definitely affected school achievement.
,~y Findings,.... The major findings of this study are presented
under the headings used in the body of the thesis.
Reading Vocabulary...... There were no significant differences between
the Upper and Middle Groups, between the Middle and Lower groups, or between
the Upper and Lower groups on the reading vocabulary component of the Cali~
fonda Achievement Test.
Reading Con~rehension...... There were significant differences between the
Upper and Middle groups which favored the Upper Group, between the Middle
and Lower Groups which favored the Middle Group, and between the Upper and
Lower groups which favored the Upper Group, on the reading comprehension
component of the Caljforrda Achievement Test.
Total Readi~.....There was no significant difference between the Upper
and Middle Groups on total reading. There was a statistically significant
difference between the Middle and Lower groups, which favored the Middle
Group, and a statistically significant difference between the Upper and
Lower groups which favored the Upper Group.
Total Arjthmotic._..There was no significant difference between the
Upper and Middle groups. There were statistical differences found
between the Middle and Lower groups, between the Middle and Lower groups
which favored the Upper Group and the Middle Group res~ectively, on the
total arithmetic section of the California Achievement Test.
lbchanios of English Grammar—— There was no significant difference be
tween the Upper and Middle Groups. There were statistical significant dif
ferences between the Middle and Lower groups, and the Upper and Lower
groups respectively, on the mechanics of English grammar component of the
California Achievement Test.
Spelling.--. There were noaignificant differences between the Upper and
Middle Groups, between the Middle and Lower groups, or between the Upper
and Lower groups on the spelling conponent of the California Achievement
Test.
Total Language.—— There was no significant difference between the Upper
and Middle groups on the total language section of the California Achieve
ment Test. There were statistical significant differences between the
Middle and Lower groups, and between the Upper and Lower groups which -
f~.vored the Middle Group and the Upper Group respectively, on the total
language section of the California Achievement Test.
C~ljfornia Achievement Test (Total Te~~.—— There was no significant
difference between the Upper and Middle groups on the California Achieve
ment Test (total test). There were significant differences between the
Middle and Lower groups which favored the Middle Group, and between the
Upper and Lower groups which favored the Upper Group on the California
Achievement Test.
W School...... There were no significant differences between the Upper
and Middle Groups, between the MEddle and Lower groups, nor bet~en the
Upper and Lower groups on the area of M~y School of the SRA. Youth Inven.
tory.
A ~EI~tA14~Jn [Ld II hf1 fr fr. ,uthIfJhWia~bhh
Looking Ahead.—- There were no significant differences between the
Upper and Middle groups, between the Middle and Lower groups, nor between
the Upper and Lower groups on the area of Looking Ahead of the SEA Youth
Inventory.
About Myself.— There were no significant differences between the
Upper and Middle Groups, nor between the Upper and Lower groups on the area
of About !~rself of the SEA Youth Inventory. There was a statistically
significaut difference between the Middle and Lower groups which favored
the Middle Group.
Getting Along With Others...— There were no significant differences be
tween the Upper and Middle groups, between the Middle and Lower groups,
nor between the Upper and Lower groups on the area of Getting Along With
Others of the SEA Youth Inventory,.
1(~r Home and Family.~._~ There was a statistically significant difference
between the Upper and Middle groups on the area of ~y Home aid Family of
the sa& Youth Inventory- which favored the Middle Group. There were no sig
nificant differences between the Middle and Lower groups, nor between
the Upper and Lower groups.
Boy lkets Girl.— There were no significant differences between the
Upper and Middle groups, between the Middle and Lower groups, nor between
the Upper and Lower groups on the area of Boy I~ets Girl of the SEA Youth
Inventory.
Health.—- There were no significant differences between the Upper and
Middle groups, between the Middle and lower groups, nor between the Upper
and Lower groups on the ~èa’~of:iHealth of the SEA Youth Inventory.
Things in General.-— There were no significant differences between the
Upper and Middle groups, between the Middle and Lower groups, nor between
I~ [~ilhI~~I~
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the Upper and Lower groups on the Things in General area of the SEA Youth
Inventory.
SEA Youth Inventory (Total Test).— There were no significant differences
between the Upper and Middle groups, or. between the Upper and Lower groups
on the SEA Youth Inventory (total test). There was a statiStically sig
nificant difference between the Middle and lower groups on the SEA Youth
Inventory (tots], test) which favored the Lower group.
Correlation Data.—- There were no statistically significant correlations
between reading and total problems, between arithmetic and total problems,
between language and total problems, nor between total achievement and total
problems at the 5 per cent level of confidence for the Upper Group.
There were no statistically significant correlations between arithmetic
and total problems, nor between language and total problems for the Middle
Group at the 5 per cent level of confidence. There was a “low” positive
correlation between reading and total problems for the Middle Group which
was statistically significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence.
There was also a “lowe negative co~relation between total achievement and
tots], problems for the Middle Group which was statistically significant
at the 5 per cent level of confidence.
There were no statistically significant differences between reading and
tot4l problems, between arithmetic and total problems, between language and
total problems, nor between total achievement and total problems for the
Lower Group, at the 5 per cent level of confidence.
Conclusions.—— From the interpretation of the data presented in this
thesis, the conclusions are hereby presented:
I. There are 212 pupils in the Upper Group, k2 pupils in the Middle
Group, and 22 pupils in the Lower Group as determined by the
performance on the California Test of Mental Maturity. Further,
the Upper Group scored above the Median I. Q. of the test norm
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while the Middle and Lower Groups scored below the Median I.Q.
of the test norm.
2. The achievement of the three groups is below the test norms on the
total test and all of its components.
3. There is no significant difference on total achievement or any of
its components between the Upper and Middle Groups, but there are
significant differences between the performances of the Upper and
Lower groups and between the Middle and Lower Groups on total
achievement and all of its components.
L~. The incidence of problems between the Upper and Lower groups is
similar. However, the Upper Group shows more concern about
problems in the area of home and family than the Middle Group
while the Middle Group manifests more concern about problems
generally then the Upper Group or the Lower Group.
5. There is no significant difference in incidence of problems be
tween the Upper and Lower groups. There is a significant differ
ence between the Middle and Lower Groups on total problems and
about myself which favors the Middle Group.
6. There is no indication of any significant relationship between
achievement and problems for the Upper Group or the Lower Group.
There is however, a significant positive relationship between
total reading and total problems, and there is also a significant
negative relationship between total achievement and total
problems for the Middle Group.
Implications.—-It appears that the. interpretation of the findings for
this study justify the following implications:
Administrators and teachers should re-evaluate the present curriculu~i
and instructional practices with the view of promoting greater achievement
among the students. The fact that the mental ability of the Upper Group
of students is above the norm for the standardizing group, and yet they
achieve as such low levels, suggests that a great need for instructional
and guidance practices that will motivate these students to achieve at a
level commensurate with their ability.
In view of the fact that the pupils, particularly the Lower Group,
scored so low on the achievement test, there is a very definite need for
a remedial program for many of the pupils of Brevard County.
The number of problems indicated by the pupils suggests that a well
planned guidance program is needed to help the pupils meet the problems
which confront them. There appears to be a great need on the part of
pupils for help in the area of personal problems.
Recommendations.—- The findings of this study suggest the following
recommendations.
3.. That a concerted effort be made to ascertain the range of the
potentialities of the pupils of Brevard County that will effect
uate a more meaningful and purposeful curriculum.
2’. That a re—examination and re-evaluation of personnel and guidance
services be made in order to make them more of an integral, part
of the educative process.
3. That further studies which will yield diagnostic and evaluative
information concerning the problems of the pupils of Brevard
County that will eventuate in improved instruction and guidance
be conducted.
k. That every- effort be made by administrators and teachers to raise
the level of achievement of the pupils of Brevard County to corn—
mensurate with their mental ability, and to bring it more in line
‘with the national norms.
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Test of Mental Maturity
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\
Non - Language Section
(Language Section starts with Test 11 on page 12.)
INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINEES:
This is a test of mental maturity. In taking it you will show how well you under
stand relationships and what you do when you face new problems. No one is ex
pected to do the whole test correctly, but you should answer as many items as
you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
.L~ .~
Test 1 Score -________________________
(number right)
DIRECTIONS Listen carefully to the pairs of words that will be r~ad to you Later, the first
word of each pair will be repeated and you are to remember what word




DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the letter, R, for each picture that shows a right;








.. 38 39. 4036
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RL RL RL EL RL
41 .. 42 43 44 45
EL EL’ EL RL EL
46 47
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EL RL EL EL




2 3 451I~2 3 ~59
,123 4~52~1 2 3 ~
“:!~!~531I~~9996i
_ 23 4 54 112 3462
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
I,~, ~~~
~b1f•]
~ I ~ I
DIRECTIONS In each row find the drawing that is a different view of the first drawing




























































































DIRECTIONS: In each row the first picture is related to the second. Find the one
pcture to the right of the second dotted line that goes with the third










104, u,~2 3~~96 ~~
~J
97_I I 105.._ir’\Lr\
~ 1 2 3 4 .,i 3 4.
98’ I 106’ I
~~~ ~
~ I I ~ S
~ 1 2 3 ~ 1 2 3 4_b
100 I 108 ‘ ‘ N.. -~N
~ ~‘:~9~4 100 ~~ 1N~i4~l0
101 109 I I
~~, ‘1-101~y~~t1i
1 2 4 -~‘ : 1 2 3 4
STOP
- - ~ ~~~ ~
DIRECTIONS In each row of numbers below, there is one that does not belong Find
the number that should be omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the ~ight and mark its letter as you are told When you have
finished as many as you’can from 111 to 120, read the Directions in the
middle of the page and proceed with rows 121 to 125
TEST 9
3. 2 4 6 8 9 10 12 14 a6 b9 610 d12 e14 j
111). 14 12. 10 8 7 6 4 a14 b12 610 d8 e7
[12). 19 16 13 11 . 10 7 4 a13, bli do d7 e4
113). 1 5 9. 13 15 17 a15 b13 c9 d5 e~
[14) 4 .~ 5 7 8 .1Q 11 1,2 .13 a7 b8 cli d12 e13—114
[15). 2 4 5 .7 8 9 10 11 13 14 a2 b4 c9 dlO e13_115
~ 0 7 14 19 24 27 29 30 31 aç29 b27 624 d 14. eO
H7). 20 17 15. 14~ ii’ 9 8 7 5. 3 2’ a17 b14 c9 d.7 e5
118). 21 20 18~ 15~ 14 12 10 9 8 •6 3’ a21 blO c9 d8 e5
[19). 2. 3 5 8 12 17 22 23 30 - a3 b8 £12 d17 “e22_119
[20). 20 18 19 17 18 16~. 17 14 15 16 a20 b19 c17 d14 e16_120
DIRECTIONS Go right on with the following until told to stop In each row of num
bers below, the numbers grow larger or smaller in a regular series of
whole nuirbers Decide what numbers are missing, find them among the
answers on the right, and mark the letter of your choice for the correct
answer.
X..12 14 15 18
(In Sample X the correct answer is C,
meaning’ 13, 16, 17.)
[21). 1 4 10 19
a 13, 15, 16 b13, 15, 17 c13, 16, 17~
d 14, 16, 17 e 15, 16, 18 , C x
a5, 1,18. ‘ b7, ‘13,16 c5, 13,16
d7, 11, 18 ‘ .e5, 16, 18 —121
8 ‘ 32 ‘ a 7, 13, 33 b 4, 16, 37 c 3, 15, 48
d4, 16, 64 e6, 24, 64 _122
16 2 a 30, 22, 8 b 31, 22: 9 c 30, 23, 9
d30, 21, 9 e31, 23, 8
a 16, 38, 60 b 16, 39, 61 6 17, 38, 60
d 11,39, 61 e 17,’ 39, 61 —124
44 5 ‘ a 57, 31, 18 b 53, 33, 23 c 57, 33, 19











K. 4 coins—21 cents
(126). 2 coins—15 cents
(127). 5 coins—18 cents
(128). 8~coins—25 cents
(129). 6 coins—34 cents
(130). 5 coins—47 cents
(131). 6 coins—59 cents
(132). 4 coins—86 cents
(133). 7 coins—98 cents
(134). 5 coins—61 cents
(135). 6 coins—68 cents





DIRECTIONS In each problem below you are to find out how many coins of each kind
it takes to make a given amount of money Work each problem
mentally, find the answer you get among those at the bottom of the
page, and mark the letter of this answer as you are told
p • ~
K B B
~? q ~ ~
126 II
, fghi j
127 Ii Ii It
a b a d e,
128 II N II It I!
fghi j
129 Ii, N II II
kimno
130 I~ N II II II
fghi I
131 II N N II
p q r S t
132 It N
kimno
133 B II B
p q r St
134 B B
fghi j
135 B B B
fghi j
136 II B B II B
ab cde
137 II II B N B
kimno
138 B B B B B
kimno
139 B B B B II
p q r St
140 II B B B
S INFORMATION ABOUT MONEY
1 nickel (n) I dime (d) 1 quarter (q) 1 half-dollar (hd)
1 cent (c) is 5 is 10 is 25 is 50
cents cents cents cents
ANSWERS






















k 3 .1 2
1 3 2 1. 4
m~ 1 1 5
“ 2 .._ 2 .... 1
0 ~2 2’ 1..
“ 1 2
q5~ 1 1 8
r 1 2 1
S 1’ 1 1
.t 1
Page 10
CTMM- I STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Test 10 Score
(number right) ~....
r~. ~~ F~’ ~
Language Section
Page~ 12 through 18
DIRECTIONS Work these problems on a sheet of scratch paper Mark as you are told
thern letter of each correct answer.
TEST 11
141. If a freight train travels at the rate of 20 miles an hour, how a 5
many miles will it travel in 4 hours? b24
c80
d60
142. How many pieces of candy can you buy for 15 cents at the a9
rate of4for5 cents? b12
‘ - -~ c15
. d60
143. On a road map each one-half inch represents 20 miles. How a 10
many miles are represented by 5 inches? b20
~ c100
d200
144. Large envelopes that sell for 3 cents each can be had for 30 a 100
cents a dozen. How much is saved when bought by the b60
dozen?
145. How many one-inch cubes can b.e placed in a box 5 inches a 12
long, A inches wide, and 3 inches high? b 23
~ c60
. diOO
146. If you had 20 words in spelling and were marked 90%, how a I
many words did you spell correctly? bil
~ c18
~ dig






147. How many 11/2 cent stamps would you give in even exchange







A tank is fed by two pipes, one of which can fill it in 2 hours,
and the other in 3 hours. A third pipe can empty it in 1 hour.
If the tank is full and all three pipes are opened and operating





. A ball team played 25 games and won 7 games more than it a?
lost. How many games did it win? b
. d18 —148
. How many sheets of paper 7 inches by 10 inches can you cut a 3
• from a sheet of paper 21 inches by 30 inches? b6c9
d34 —149
. At 10 cents a foot, what is the cost of enough molding to go a.$3.1O
around the ceiling of a room 15 feet wide by 16 feet long? b$6.2oc $31.00
. d$24.Oo —150




. If a 5 inch cube of ice weighs 4~/4 pounds, how many pounds a 212%
~ will a 10 inch cube weigh? b8%
c 34
d50 —152




~. Jim says his age is 1/4 of his uncle’s, and that their ages to- a 10
gether total 40 years. How many years difference is there b 20









blossom 1 tree 2 vine
~ flower ~ garden M
strange 1 real 2 tell
~ certain . ~ unknown 156
reply 1 news 2 answer
3note 4open 157
liberty 1 benefit 2 seize
~ freedom ~ aid •. 158
assist 1 consent 2 help
~ agree ~ overlook 159
admire 1 defend 2 protect—
~ approve ~ agree 160
aim 1 offer .. 2 apply
~ haste . ~ end 161
esteem . ~ reject 2 estimate
~ exceed ~ respect 162
acquire 1 agree 2 conduct
~ obtain .. ~ conflict 163
counsel 1 glory 2 advice
~ generous ~ satisfy 164
ample 1 season 2 plentiful
~ alive ~ autumn 165
amaze 1 agree 2 betray
~ surprise ~ contrary 166
oppress 1 promise 2 imitate
~ crowd ~ burden 167
liberal 1 lonely 2 generous
~ learned ~ real 168
predatory 1 soft 2. stationary
~ plundering ~ lasting 169
obstinate 1 saucy 2 headstrong
~ satisfactory ~ obedient 170
eternal 1 worthy 2 brief
~ endless ~ native 171
fugitive 1 fetter 2 accident
~ saddle ~ runaway 172
legend . 1 ancient 2 legion
~ story ~ leisure 173
entreat 1 refuse 2 plead
~ repair ~ reform 174
notable 1 terrible 2 brilliant
severe ~ famous 175
diminish 1 obtain 2 repeat
~ reduce ~ plentiful 176
envious 1 amiable. 2 jealous
~ boisterous ~ enormous 177
prophecy 1 suggestion 2 task
~ substance ‘~ prediction~ 178
corrode 1 collect 2 disintegrate
~ applaud ~ blame 179
invariably 1 probably 2 seldom
~ always ~ motionless
detect 1 remove 2 discover
~ overtake ~ apply
reluctantly 1 gladly 2 instantly
~ certainly ~ unwillingly
inefficient 1 unruly 2 prudent
~ incompetent ~ inevitable
facetious 1 active 2 fragile
~ humorous ~ inventive
ambiguous 1 hard 2 doubtful
~ responsible ~ confident
utilize 1 harmonize 2 identify
use ~ invite . _____
dejected 1 slow 2 disheartened
~ weighty ~ destroyed
dexterity 1 safety 2 advantage
~ affection ~ skill
defer 1 affirm 2 delay
~ confer ~ ordain
deride 1 advance 2 encourage
~ ennoble ~ ridicule 1
concede 1 overrule 2 engage
~ allow ‘~ endeavor I
invoke 1 hover 2 imitate
~ ask ‘~ invest I
coerce 1 varnish 2 adverse
~ treasure ~ compe’ I
tarnish 1 frighten 2 blacken~
~ lament ~ torment 1
antecedent 1 actual 2 pretended
~ previotis ~ genuine 1
disparage 1 divert 2 discredit
~ deprive ‘I divide 1
impervious 1 empty 2 injurious
~ impenetrable ~ important 1
deleterious 1 harmful 2 just
~ tardy ~ particular 1
presage 1 ~visdom 2 precedent
~ foretell ~ promote 1
surfeit 1 excess 2 excel
~ survey ~ feature 2
vertigo 1 greenish 2 truth
~ strength ~ giddiness 2~
quondam 1 quota 2 survivor
~ former ~ future 2~
mandible 1 handcuff 2 jaw
~ law ~ forceful 2~
odium 1 favor 2 blame
~ smell ~ poem 2i
chuff ~ peeve 2 churl
~ cliff ~ laugh 2~
Test 12 Score -
(number right) ISTOP..
DIRECTIONS: Mark OS you are told the number of the word that means the same or abo
























































DIRECTIONS: Read each group of statements below and the conclusions which follow.
Then mark as you ore told the number of each answer you have decided
is correct
TEST 8
• All four-footed creatures are
animals.
All horses are four-footed.
Therefore
‘Creatures other than horses
can walk
2 All horses can walk
~ All horses are animals
Mr. X is an aviator.
Mr. X is scoutmaster for his
home town.
Therefore
1 Aviators make good scout-
masters
2 One aviator is a scoutmaster
~ Scoutmasters make good
aviators
Three boys are on a mountain
trail.
Dick is farther up the trail than
Dan.
Frank is farther up than Dick.
Which boy is in the middle




No human beings are exempt
from accidents.






1 No human being is dependable
2 No automobile drivers are ex
empt from accidents
~ Few human beings make safe
automobile drivers 208
e 15
209. If he remains with his friend
he will suffer loss, and if he
leaves his friend he will suffer
loss.
But, he must remain with his
friend or leave him.
Therefore -
1 He should remain with his
friend
2 It takes courage to leave a
friend
~ He will suffer loss
210. All squares have four equal
sides.
This figure does not have four
equal sides.
Therefore
1 ~ is a circle
209
2 is not a square
~ It is either a triangle or a
rectangle 210
.211. He is either foreign-born or a
native.
But, he is not foreign-born.
Therefore
.1 He is a voter
2 He is a native
~ He is a soldier
212. Pine Street is parallel to River
Drive.




1 Pine Street is east of River
Drive
2 Cypress Street crosses Pine
• Street




213. Either your sister is more in
telligent than you, or as intel-
• ligent, or less intelligent.
But, your sister is not more in
telligent, nor is she less intel
ligent.
Therefore
1 Your sister is less intelligent
than you~
2 Your sister is as intelligent as
you
~ Your sister is more intelligent
than you 213
214. Jim has a better batting aver
age than Ed.
Ed has a better batting aver
age than Bill.





216. The box contains either gold or
silver or crystal.
It does not contain silver.
Therefore
I It contains, crystal
2 It contains either gold or
crystal
~ The conclusion is uncertain 216
Page 16
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217. If he is to keep his place on the
team he must avoid disputes
with the captain and the coach.
But, he will neither avoid dis
putes with the captain, nor will
he avoid disputes with the
coach.
Therefore
1 He will not remain on the
team
2 He will lose in popularity
with the school
~ He may have a reasonable
complaint
218. If the claim is unjust, refusal
to permit its discussion before
the Student Council is unwise.
If the claim is just, refusal is
inexcusable.
But, the claim is either unjust
or it is just.
Therefore
1 The refusal is justified
2 The refusal is being discussed
freely
3 The refusal is either unwise
or inexcusable
A’s house is situated northeast
of B’s.
B’s house is situated northeast
of C’s.
Therefore
1 A’s house is situated nearest
to C’s
2 C’s house is nearer to A’s
house than to B’s
~ A’s house is situated to the
northeast of C’s
220. W is between X and Y.
X is between Y and Z.
Therefore
1 W is not between Y and Z
2 W is between X and Z
3 W is nearer to X than to Z
TEST 8 (Confinued)
219.
215. A weighs less than B.
B weighs less than C.
Therefore
1 B weighs more than, C
2 A’s weight equals B’s and C’s




IRECTIONS: Read the following items. Mark as you are told the number or letter
of each correct answer.
TEST2
The story read to you a little
while ago was about
1 Indians 2 Cowboys
~ Early Settlers ~‘ Gold Mines 0
The name of the story was
1 The Prairies
2 A Perilous Journey
~ Covered Wagons
~ The Southern Trail 221




~ The Southwest 222
The camp was
1 Near the river
2 Near the ocean
~ In the mountains
~ On the plains 223





~ Shortest trail - 224
17
M-J
225. The party broke camp
noon 2 Near sundown
the winter ~‘ At sunrise 225
226. The leader of the party was
worried about
1 The horses 2 The food supply
~ The wagon wheels
~ The Indians 226
227. The members selected to leave
the party were
1 Eleven middle-aged men
2 Seventeen volunteers
~ Nineteen young men
~‘ Fifteen experienced travelers 227
228. Those selected to make the
journey on foot were given a
small supply of
1 Bread and meal
2 Flour and bacon
~ Canned goods ~ Dried fruit 228
V
1 A small rifle 2 A shotgun
~ A revolver ~ A muzzle~.oader 230
1At
31n






230. The foot travelers were also
given to carry with them




3 Ten shots ~ Five shots 231




233. The foot travelers left their
weapon
1 Near the slain deer
2 Standing against a tree
~ On a pile of rocks
“In the branches of a tree 233
234. On the last day of the trip the
foot travelers
1 Shot some wild birds
2 Caught some’ fish in a stream
~ Enjoyed some ripe ‘cactus
fruit
Ate some white waxlike
berries 234
1 Wild honey
2 Tainted deer meat
~ Poisonous berries
~ Wild grapes 235
236. When the settler saw the
stranger on the height above
the settlement he
1 Beckoned him to come down
2 Made a camp for his sick
comrades
~ Sent a boy up the trail
~ Sent two men up the trail
237. The rescuing party brought
the sick foot travelers to camp
1 On their shoulders
2 On stretchers
~ On horses ~ In a wagon
238. The foot travelers reached
their destination in
1 The early spring
2 The summer
~ The late spring
~ The early fall
239. On reaching the settlement
they found that their families
and friends traveling by wagon
had
1 Arrived two days before
2 Arrived the same day
~ Not arrived yet
‘ Sent word that they were
safe
1 Arrived three months later
2 The story did not say
~ Arrived one month later
“Never reached the settlement —




240. The wagon train
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READING — ARITHMETIC — LANGUAGE
(Formerly Progressive Achievement Tests — Intermediate Battery)
DEVISED BY ERNEST W. TIEGS AND WILLIS W. CLARK
Reading
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This is a reading test. In taking it you will show how many words you know and how well
you understand what you read. No one con do the whole test correctly, but you should
answer as many items as you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
~BLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU —5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD — LOS ANGELES 28. CALIFORNIA
LANCH OFFICES: MADISON. WISC.; NEW CUMBERLAND. PA. — COPYRIGHT 1950 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU — PRINTED IN U. S. A.
8 7 6 5 4 3 2
AMPLE: A. large 1 rich 2 small
~ gone ~ away
TEST 1 — SECTION A
answer 1 label 2 hare
~ question ~ trim 1
save 1 date 2 solve
~ spend ‘~ rate 2
length 1 gain 2 blot
~ double ~ width
divide 1 provide 2 multiply
~ deride ~ separate
center 1 edge 2 prepare
~ elude ~ place
deposit 1 alarm 2 withdraw
~ clay ~ moisture 6
reduce 1 consume 2 modify
~ enlarge ~ contract
latitude 1 name 2 exist
~ connective ~ longitude 8
cheap 1 valuable 2 conceal
~ bright ~ gain
add 1 manage 2 inch
~ seal ~ deduct 10
question 1 numeral 2 solution
~ distance ~ partly 11
profit 1 heed 2 loss
~ average name 12
duty 1 trim 2 piece
~ exit ~ rebate 13
correct 1 inaccurate 2 mature
8 balance ~ lucid 14
balance 1 wheel 2 deficit
~ adjust ~ poise 15
collect 1 interest 2 suspect
~ insult ~ disperse 16
bill 1 money 2 receipt
~ trust ~ charge 17
transverse 1 signet 2 complex
~ parallel ~ corpse 18
refute 1 refuse 2 expand
~ prove ~ separate 19
income 1 money 2 expenditure
~ budget ~ debtor 20
economical 1 ornate 2 scion
~ liberal ~ productive 21
tangent 1 motile 2 antagonize





________ A I II
TEST 1 — SECTION B
bitter 1 supple 2 pert
~ sweet ~ contract
fresh ~ calm 2 spoiled
~ delicious ~ marsh
freeze 1 melt 2 human
~ permit ~ farther
increase 1 ascend 2 refer
~ reduce ~ produce
dye 1 madman 2 dell
~ badge ~ bleach
incline 1 definite 2 decline
~ expand ~ delight
muscular 1 modish 2 brine
~ weak ~ punctual
separate 1 bleach 2 annual
~ tense 4 unite
revive 1 congenial 2 taint
~ relapse ‘~ aloft
brittle 1 similar 2 flexible
~ bright ~ harsh
tropical 1 frigid 2 luscious
~ ahoy ‘~ breeze
partial 1 complicate 2 preserve
~ complete ‘~ decrease
discard 1 dedicate 2 obtain
consume ~ obligate
dissolve 1 contract 2 pliant
~ lucidity ~ solidify
diverge 1 shorten 2 converge
~ stabilize ~ permit
distend 1 blithe 2 deflate
sesame ~ appease
stable 1 recent 2 spread
~ origin ~ fluctuating
conductor 1 factor 2 generator
~ destroyer ~ insulator
automatic 1 manual 2 pliable
~ similar ~ diversified
absorb 1 emulate 2 involve
~ emit ~ abstain 42
acidity 1 nativity 2alkalinity
~ acute ~ lucidity
extract 1 inject 2 pollute
~ retract ~ interrupt
plastic 1 sophisticate 2 rigid
~ lurid ~ vigilant
Sec. B Score
(number right)
IRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the number of the word that means the opposite or



















































DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the number 0c the word that means the opposite o
about the opposite of the first word.
SAMPLE: B. large 1 rich 2 small
~ gone 4-away
TEST 1 — SECTION C
slave 1 master 2 next
~ important ~ article
defend 1 avenue 2 attack
~ shower ~ district
free 1 title 2 value
~ firm ~ enslave
innocent 1 guilty 2 conditional
~ previous ~ judicious
courage 1 position 2 timidity
~ degree ~ interest
slavery 1 unsavory 2 unequal
~ freedom ~ cancel
majority 1 compound 2 variable
— ~ minority ~ aged
produce 1 destroy 2 director
~ principal ~ record
appoint 1 suggest 2 discharge
censure ~ praise
internal 1 unequal 2 external
~ principal ~ vertical
convict 1 conceive 2 concoct
~ acquit ~ frame
ancient 1 square 2 fertile
~ modern ~ brave
desert 1 sandy 2 lucid
~ torrid ~ fertile
civilized 1 primitive 2 docile
~ sterile ~ brittle
abolish 1 repel 2 purify
~ establish ~ defeat
treason 1 manna 2 loyalty
ire ~ embargo
justice 1 commend 2 guide
- ~ record ~ favoritism
homage 1 valise 2 chapter
~ disrespect ~ information
hostile 1 hideous 2 friendly
~ abundant scene
condemn 1 exonerate 2 grudge
~ scheme ~ wail
prejudice 1 oracle 2 treachery
~ gesture ~ impartiality
evidence 1ruin 2 supposition
~ problem ~ guidance





13 II I II
TEST 1 — SECTION D
noise 1 silence 2 flier
~ wallet ~ infest
absent 1 number 2 milk
~ present ~ compel —
stupid 1 final 2 witty
~ effect ~ origin
please 1 cherish 2 envy
~ test ~ annoy
clear 1 dim 2 cleverness
~ humor ~ repose
laugh 1 jewelry 2 belief
~ sulk ~ charge
sincere 1 feeble 2 abhor
~ sightly ~ insincere —
genuine 1 celestial 2 false
~ fluent ~ moral
usual 1 ‘cheap 2 abnormal
~ proud ~ pass —
confident 1 annual 2 suit
~ snub ~ uncertain
shrill 1 faint 2 ashen
~ aria ~ naive
hospitable 1 unsocial 2 acid
~ trouble ~ mortal
complete 1 horrify 2 deficient
~ ordinary ~ ignite —
thoughtful 1 thorough 2 sinister
~ inattentive ~ huge
flatter 1 definite 2 antic
~ slander ~ mope
prominent 1 celestial 2 historic
assume ~ commonplace
eloquent 1 imbue 2 entice
~ technical ~ inarticulate
reluctant 1 deceptive 2 eager
~ demure ~ nameless
polished 1 appalled 2 enlisted
~ vulgar ‘~ verbose
superficial 1 curious 2 cunning
3 moraine ~ profound
stoical 1 guilty 2 dull
~ excitable ~ thoughtful
literary 1 sinister 2 cunning
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,~I.
Mark the number which shows
the first letters of the names of
parts of a house.
1ef 2fd 3dr 4re 91
2. Read these numbers:
7243568912
Mark the letter of the fourth
number after 3.
al b9 c8 d6 92
3. The altitude of a parallelo
gram is found by dividing the
area by the base. Mark the
letter which shows the altitude
of a parallelogram which has
an area of 100 square feet and
a base of 10 feet.
alo bl000 c20 d8
4. ‘Longitude is the distance east
or west of Greenwich, the
prime meridian, on the earth’s
surface. Mark the letter of the
following ship’s reading which
indicates longitude.
a North 12° 42’ 20”
bEast 150° 36’ 30”
C South 54° 14’ 10”
African is the proper adjective
derived from the proper noun,
Africa. Mark the number of
the word which is the proper
adjective of the proper noun,
Bolivia.
1 Bolivia 2 Bolivia’s ~ Bolivian
Regular adverbs are formed
by adding ly to the adjectives,
such as sweet, sweetly. Mark
the number of the word which
is the adverb formed from the
adjective, clean.
1 cleanly 2 cleanest ~ cleaner
ge 5
R-CC
97. The plural of a noun ending in
y preceded by a consonant is
formed by changing the y to i
and adding es; as ivory, ivories.
Mark the number of the word
which indicates correctly the
plural of the noun, harmony.
1 harmones 2 harmonies
~ harmonyes
98. The suffix ous added to a noun
forms an adjective meaning full
of or abounding in; as joy, joy
ous. Mark the number of the
word which uses this suffix cor
rectly with mountain.
1 mountainous 2 mountain
~ mountains 98





Melt butter in saucepan over
slow fire. Stir flour slowly
into melted butter, but do not
allow mixture to •b r o w n.
Gradually add the milk, stirring
constantly until mixture thick
ens. Add salt and remove from
fire. Mark the number of the
item which is the second thing
to be used in mixing the above
recipe.
1 salt 2 flour ~ milk ~ butter
100. To find the altitude of a rec
tangle subtract the square of
the base from the square of the
diagonal of the rectangle and
extract the square root of this
difference. Mark the letter
which indicates in feet the alti
tude of a rectangle whose base
is 6 feet and whose diagonal is
10 feet (Six squared is 36, 10
squared is 100, and 8 is the
square root of 64.)
a4 b6 c8 dlo 100
Sec. E Score -—
[ (number right) ..
DIRECTIONS: Read the following direc
tions. Mark as you are told the number or
letter of each correct answer.
~1.
TEST 2 — SECTION E
Read the following words:




TEST 2 — SECTION F
101. A preface is found in what part
of a book?
102. The introduction is found
what part of a book?
1 end 2 middle ~ beginning 102
103. The appendix is found in what
part of a book?
1 beginning 2 end ~ middle 103
105. The bibliography is found in
what part of a book or chapter?
Table of Contents
Chapter Page
1. The Demand for Coffee 1
2. Coffee Plantations 6
3. Growth of Coffee 19
4. Preparation for the Market 35
5. Coffee Ports 57
6. World’s Trade in Coffee 65
Page 6
dR-CC
107. Mark the number of the chapter
in which the material on page
29 will be found.
1 Growth of Coffee
2 Preparation for the Market
~ Coffee Ports 1
Ukraine, p. 452.
United Kingdom: Agriculture, 344; commerce, 354-365
fisheries, 356, 372-74; manufacturing, 348-351; ship
building, 352; woolens, 369.
United States: map of, 46-47; agricultural regions, 32:
cattle, 116—118; coal, 162—168; forests, 137—144; iron anc5
steel, 178-183; territorial expansion, map of, 34; water
ways, 199-207.
Utah: map of, 76; sugar-beet production, 76-81.
108. Mark the letter of the page on
which information concerning
the Ukraine will be found.
a344 b76..81 C452 d369 1(
109. Mark the letter of the page on
which information concerning
ship-building in the United
Kingdom will be found.
a199..207 b344 c352 d452 10
110. Mark the letter of the page an
which the map showing ter
ritorial expansion of the United
States will be found.
a 46-47 b 178-183 c 137-144 d 34 11
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you have been
told the number or letter of each correct
answer.
106. Mark the letter of the page
on which “Preparation for the
Market” begins.
a~ b35 c57 d.19 1
1 beginning 2 middle ~ end 101
in
J Look at this partial index and find the answers
items 108, 109, and 110.
INDEX
104. A glossary contains
1 index 2 pictures ~ definitions 104
1 end 2 middle ~ beginning 105
J Look at the following and answer items 106 and 107.
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
~..
Foreign trade was the chief commercial
activity of the American Colonies during the
Colonial period. They shipped tobacco, furs,
indigo, rice, naval stores, and lumber to
Europe. They. sent fish, lumber, agricultural
products, and cattle to the West Indies.
The colonists obtained manufactured
goods from European countries, chiefly from
Great Britain, while the West Indies furn
ished them slaves, sugar, and gold.
During the period 1790 to 1820, European
wars changed the nature of the foreign
trade of the United States; It became to a
large extent concerned with the reshipping
to Europe of foreign products which Ameri
can-owned vessels had gathered in the West
Indies, South America, and the Orient.
The Civil War caused a temporary lull in
the country’s foreign trade. In 1860 more
than two-thirds of American trade was car
ried in American ships; but by 1870, it had
dropped to about one-half this amount.
There was also a general downward trend
of prices during the last quarter of the nine
teenth century.
In 1947, the foreign trade of the United
States was higher than an~ previous year.
It amounted to over $14,000,000,000, an in
crease of 75 per cent over the previous peace
time record. Imports also reached a very
high level during 1947, totaling nearly
$6,000,000,000, an increase of 17 per cent
above 1946.
TEST 2 — SECTION G
J Read this story:
Decide which are the TWO best, topics to look
up in an encyclopedia or reference book for in
formation on the following subjects. Mark the
numbers of these two topics.
ample C: Skating in Holland
1 Skating 2 Wrestling
~ Baseball ~ Football
~ Recreation in Holland
Answers to Sample C:
Correct Test Correct Answer
Booklet Mark Sheet Mark
1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 2-3
1—5 c C I II
~42~53~43~54;;5
11. The Salmon Industry in the
Pacific Coast States
1 Fisheries in U.S. 2 Industries
~ Pacific Coast States ~ Meats
5 Deep Sea Fishing 111
12. The Coffee Industry in Brazil
1 Beverages 2 Grades of Coffee
~ Brazil ~ Coffee Growing
~ South American Ports 112
13. Farming in Canada
1 Farm Life 2 Western Canada’
~ Dairies ‘~ Fertility
~ Agriculture in Canada 113
14. Destructive Pests of Fruit
Orchards
1 Destruction 2 Agriculture
~ Pests ~ Industry
~ Horticulture . 114
15. Inter-Collegiate Athletics in
the U.S.
1 Colleges 2 Game Rules
.3 Athletics ~ College Sports





GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
F,
TEST 2—SECTION G (Continued) J Read this story:
J Mark as you have been told the number of each
correct answer. You may look back to find the
answers.
116. The best title for this story is
1 Foreign Trade of the U.S.
2 Foreign Trade of the Colonies
~ Colonial Period 110
117. The chief commercial activity
of the early American colonies
was
1farming 2 manufacturing
~ export trade 117
118. Between 1790 and 1820 the na
ture of foreign trade of the
U. S. was changed by
1 Civil War
2 European Wars.
~ Discoveries and Inventions 118
119. Colonists obtained manufac
tured goods from —
1 West Indies 2 Great Britain
~ South America 119
120. By 1870 American trade car
ried in American ships totaled
about
1 one-half 2 two-thirds
~ one-third 120
121. During the European Wars of
about 1800, American-owned
vessels were engaged to a large
extent in
1 storing supplies 2 foreign wars
~ reshipping 121
122. During Colonial times, slaves
were imported from
1 Africa 2 West Indies
~ South America 122
The olive is a tree having oblong pointe
leaves and small oval or egg-shaped berry
like fruit. This fruit turns from dull gree
to darker hues, often purplish in color, whe
ripened.
The olive is a native of the Mediterranea1
region. It was introduced into South Amex
ica, Mexico, and California by Spanish sel
tiers and Jesuit missionaries in the 17t]
century. It is also cultivated in Californi~
South Carolina, Florida, and Mississippi.
Because of its high oil content, the frul
became a symbol, not only of peace amon~
the Southern European nations of antiquit)
but also of national wealth and domesti
plenty. This was due to the fact that oliv
oil is a substitute for the butter and anim~
fats which are consumed by the races of th
North.
A report showed that in one year, Eu
ropean and Asiatic olive-growing countrie
produced the following amounts of edibi
olive oil:
Countries Tons Per Cent
Italy 108,000 26.6
Spain 107,000 26.4






Although the olive is valued principall~
for its oil and the many uses to which thi~
oil may be put, the most common use of th,
fruit itself is its preparation in b}ine as
sort of pickle or condiment, which is oftei
stuffed, but usually kept with the seed in~
tact. Besides its use as a cooking fat, oliv1
oil is used on salads, for packing sardine~
and in medicines.
J Mark the number of each correct answer. You ma
look back to find the answers.
123. The best title for this story is
1 Orchard Fruits
2 Uses of Olive Oil ~ Olives 12
124. The olive is a native of
1 California
2 The Mediterranean region
~ Mexico 12.
Page 8
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TEST 2—SECTION G (Continued)
~5. The olive was introduced into
Mexico in the 17th century by
1 Syrians 2 Mexicans
~ A religious group 125
~6. The country producing the
largest amount of olive oil in
one year was
1 Greece 2 Italy ~ Spain 126
About six per cent of the
total amount of olive oil was
produced in
1 Portugal 2 Syria ~ Tunis 127
~8. The Mediterranean countries
regarded olive oil highly as a
1 medicine 2 pickle
~ substitute for butter or fat
~9. A common use of the fruit of
the olive tree is its preparation
1 a lean meat substitute
2 a pickle or condiment
an emblem of peace 129
~ Read this story:
The first streetcars were run in 1832 in
ew York City. They were pulled by horses.
ew York also had the world’s first ele
~ted or overhead line. This was opened in
~68 with small steam locomotives as motive
)wer.
Work started on the world’s first subway
London, England, in 1853; however, it
as not ready for service until ten years
ter. Steam locomotives pulled the cars.
merica’s first subway was started in New
ork in 1900 and put into service in 1904.
The supremacy of the railroad as a corn-
on carrier is today being challenged by
~e automobile, the bus and truck, the air
ane, and even steamships which are taking
eight through the Panama Canal at
~ge 9
JR-CC
cheaper rates than the railroad can offer.
Busses and trucks are public carriers in
cities, between cities, and across the con
tinent. Large fleets of trucks haul freight
to regions which the railroads cannot serve.
Airplanes are carrying passengers, mail, and
even freight at speeds impossible for surface
carriers, and over airways as carefully char
ted and as well managed as the railroads.
Street railways continue to lead the bus
lines in urban transportation. However, both
steam and street railways are using busses
wherever trackage cannot be made to pay
a profit.
J Mark the number of each correct answer. You may
look back to find the answers.




131. The first street cars in New
York City were pulled by
1 horses 2 steam power
~ electricity 131
132. The world’s first subway was
ready for service in London in
1 1853 2 1863 ~ 1900 132
133. Modern transportation facili
ties challenge the railroad’s
1 right to exist 2 dependability
~ supremacy as a common
carrier 133
134. Most city transportation is
handled by
1 busses 2 trucks
~ street railways 134
135. When trackage will not pay,
street railways
1 use busses 2 borrow money
~ abandon the system 135
~7.
Go RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT STORY
130
Go RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2— SECTION G (Continued)
J Read this story:
The Electric Light
After great expense and nearly two years
of work, Thomas A. Edison devised, in 1879,
the first successful carbon-filament lamp in
his experimental laboratory in Menlo Park,
N.J. This lamp consisted of a thread of
carbon in a s~ealed glass globe from which
the air had been exhausted until only about
a millionth part of the original air remained.
Edison at first tried to make the carbon-
filament in this vacuum by charring cotton
thread, paper, wood, and many other ma
terials. Bamboo fibre proved superior to
other materia]s. Edison then secured speci
mens of every known variety.
Edison was now. ready to give his new
light to the world.. He had a row of lamps
hung from the trees at Menlo Park, and the
thousands who came to see, marvelled when
they found that the lamps could burn day
and night for longer than a week. The lamps
were small and finely made, and could be
lighted or extinguished by simply pressing
a button. Then, too, the cost of making them
was slight. Edison had given the world a
new light which was.practical and useful.
Edison organized a company and trained
his own men to take charge of factories for
• making lamps and everything else needed,
and to set up high-speed machines for a big
output of electricity for the city of NewYork.
He thus made it possible for people to use his
lamps in their homes by getting their elec
tricity from a central station.
The development of the electric light
brought the individual home owner into the
same class as the wealthy man in the light
ing of his home. It served as an added im
pulse to business, made the streets safer at
night, and became a stepping stone to fur
ther and more modern electrical inventions.
J Mark the number of each correct answer. You
may look back to find the answers.
1.36. A filament is a
1 glass globe 2 thread-like fibre
~ light
137. An exhausted globe in this
story is a
1 vacuum 2 high-speed engine





J Read the eight statements below: You are
select the one that would make the best title f
each of the four paragraphs of the story. You rn
look back to find the answers.
Statements
1. Making the invention more usefu
2. Discovery of electricity
3. The inventor’s struggle
4. Varieties of bamboo
5. Effects of the electric lamp
6. Success
7. The practical demonstration
8. Inventions
138. The best title for the first para
graph is statement
1 2 3 4 5 13
139. The best title for the second
paragraph is statement
4 5 6 7 8 13
140. The best title for the third
paragraph is statemen.t
1 2 3 4 5
141. The best title for the fourth
paragraph is statement
4 5 6 7 8
14
14
The following things are mentioned in the story:
Charring cotton thread
Experimental laboratory
Electric light in homes
High-speed machines
The order in which the above things were me~
tioned in the story is as follows:
142. High-speed machines were
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
143. Experimental laboratory was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
144. Electric light in homes was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
145. Charring cotton thread was










This is an arithmetic test. In taking it you will show how well you can think and work prob
lems. No one is expected to do the whole test correctly, but you should answer as many
items as you can. Work as fast as you con without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
Do not write, mark, or figure on this test booklet unless told to do so by the examiner
1. Nine
five

















































DIRECTIONS: Decide how each of the
amounts below should be written as a
number. Then mark as you are told the
letter of each correct answer. For some
of the problems none of the answers given
may be correct. If you cannot work a
problem, or if you think that none of th~
answers given is correct, mark the letter,
e. In doing this test you should finish the
first column before doing the second. Look
at the samples to the right and see how
they are marked.
Correct AnswerSample A: Twelve Sheet Mark
aiD abc d
b12 A~ ~
c 11 Correct Test
Booklet Mark
d2
b Aa None _____
Correct AnswerSample B: Twenty Sheet Mark
a22 abc d(
b200 13
C 2 Correct Test
d 21 Booklet Mark
eNone C B
J Read these Roman numerals. Then mark as yoi~
hare been told the letter of each correct answer
8. LX means a 40
b90
hundred thirty-














J Find the largest number, marked a, b, c, or d, ii~
each of the following rows. Then mark its letter
11. a39 b235 c172 d60
12. a9~i/3 b701/2 61022,4 d49% ........~12
13. a.041 b.079 6.64 d.014 ____
(5)
(6)
7. Eighty-five per cent
Page 2
CIA-CC
14. a% b2/3 c% d%0




DIRECTIONS: Mark the letter or number of each correct answer. If you do not know Qflo
answer, or you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the letter, e
(items 16-20), or the number, 5 (items 21-25). Finish the first column before doing the
second. Remember to do your figuring on scratch paper if you ore marking your answers
on an answer sheet. 0
What is the greatest

















Width of a rectangle
Diameter of a circle
Area of a triangle
Area of a rectangle
Circumference of a circle
Rules Used in Measurement
1. Multiply diameter by 3.1416 or 31/7.
2. Multiply length by width.
3. Circum~ference by 3.1416 or 31/7.
4: Multiply 1/2 base by altitude.




TEST 3 — SECTION B












8. A right angle equals a 90 23. means 1 radius
how many degrees? b 45 2
c 360 ~ degree
d180 4add
e None ~ None
(18) (23)
9. Which two numbers a 9,1 24. ‘\/means ‘ add
~ are both factors of 10? b 2.5 2 ounce
I C 5,4 ~ intei~est





DIRECTIONS: Some rules used in measurement, numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, are given to
the right below. Some problems that can be worked with these rules are given on the left,
numbered 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30. Mark the number of the rule on the right which is used to














DIRECTIONS: Work these problems. Then mark as you have been told the letter of each
correct answer. For some of the problems none of the answers given may be correct. If you
cannot work a problem, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should
mark the letter, e. Finish the first column before doing the second. Remember to do your
figuring on scratch paper if you are marking your answers on an answer sheet.
TEST 3 — SECTION C J Find the value of x in
Then mark its letter.
















40. If a=~3, h=5, and a4
c = 4, find the value b 16











3~ Subtract: 89 b a 105 b 37. x + 8 = 11 a 19
~ 26b b63b — b88
~ c3l/26 b X c9~
~ d4314b d8
~ e None e None
~ V (32) (37)~
33. The minuend is 7.; the a—6 38. x2 36 a 18
~ subtrahend is 13; the b 20 — b 1296 V
~ difference is C 92 X — C 6
~ d6 d%
~ V •Nöne eNone —
(33) (38)
x
4. Multiply: 6 (—7) a 13 39. = 6 a
V b42 4 b24
c—42 c4x
. V d—13 X Vd3











DIRECTIONS: Work these problems. Then mark as you have been told the letter of each
correct answer. For some of the problems none of the answers given may be correct. If you
cannot work a problem, or if you think none of the answers given is correct, you should mark
the letter, e. Remember to do your figuring on scrdtch paper if you are marking your
answers on an answer sheet.
TEST 3 — SECTION D
In a classroom there were 8 rows of desks with 6 desks in a 44
each row. Four desks were removed from the room. How b 48
many desks were left? C 42d 40
e None
(41)
Arthur bought a used, automobile for $90.00. He paid $20.00 a $5.50
down and is to pay the rest in ten equal payments. How much b $9.00




Marie weighs 90 pounds, Alice weighs 70 pounds, and Joseph- a90





Flow many square feet are there in a strip of paper which is a 15





A box is 12 inches long, 5 inches wide, and 2 inches deep. a 60





Find the area of a rectangle having a base of 10 inches a 88 sq. in.
and an altitude of 12 inches . b 102 sq. in.
c210 sq. in.
d 120 sq. in.
e None
(46)
~Find the area of a triangle having a base’ of 10 inches and a 140 sq. in.






TEST 3 — SECTION D (Continued)
48. When the scale of a map is “1/2 in. = 40 mi.,” how many miles a 80




49. Charles, John, and Jerry together received $50.00. Charles a 24
received $12.00, John received $24.00, and Jerry received b 12
$14.00. What per cent of the $50.00 did John receive? c48
d 14
eNone —
50. Martha earned $20.00 and saved $8.00 of it. What per cent a 28





51. A man received six per cent interest on a loan of $175.00 for a $181.00




52. John missed 4 problems on a test but did 75% of them cor- a 16




53. Jack sold magazine subscriptipns for $2.00 each, receiving a a $2.25
25 % commission on his sales. How much did he receive b 50~
for each subscription sold? c $1.75
d25~
eNone
54. A store building, valued at $20,000, was insured for 75% of a $30.00
its value. The rate of insurance was 20 cents per $100.00. b$75.oo
What was the amount of the premium? c $20.00
d $100.00
eNone —
55. Tom’s father has a furniture store. The list price of a dining a $220.00
room suite is $200.00 and two discounts are given: one of 20% b $144.00
and another of 10%. What did the dining room suite cost c$230.00
Tom’s father ? d $170.00
e None




)IRECTIONS: Do these problems in addition. Then mark as you have been told the letter
f each correct answer. For some of the problems none of the answers given may be correct.
f you cannot work a problem, or if you think none of the answers given is correct, you
~houId mark the letter, e. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to re
uce fractions to lowest terms. Remember to do your figuring on scratch paper if you are
arking your answers on an answer sheet.
TEST 4 — SECTION E
2 6 4 a 541 (63) 1/3 a (70)
+32 3 b941 +~/3 51/2+35=c547 ci/3 a9 d171%
d581 d2% b8% eNone
eNone eNone c2
(56) (63) (70)
4 0 6 a 363 (64) 1~4 a (71).l31/~ + 14.2 =
+230 b176 +1/2
6636 ci/8 a31.125 d15.625
. d 736 d 1/4 b 14.25 e None
e None e None c 141/3
(57) (64) (71)
4 7 a 82 (65) 1 3 a 9% (72)
+4 5 b 92 + 4 % b 141% .04 + .143 + .3706 =c97 c17% a5536 d.5536
d.2 d 173/3 b .5436 e None
eNone eNone 6.4536
(58) (65) (72)
2 7 a190 (66) ~ a4% (73)47.6 + 7.32 + .0574 + 6 =
38 b180 +41/2 b5%
5 1 e 910 C 434~ a 60.9774 d 60.7994
d91 d5%6 b61.9774 eNone
+7 4 eNone eNone C 61.4779
(59) (66) (73)
4 7 6 2 a 14751 (67) 1 1 1/4 a 14%2 (74)
9 ~ ~ b 14714 + 3 % b 8~ 10% of 40 + 10% of 90 =
1 2 9 8 c15471 c14%2 a130 dl.3~d 15741 d8%2 b50 eNone


































(69) ~ 7 ‘/2
13%
+34%
a 11 yd. 5 in.
bl2yd.lin.
c3 yd. 3 in.










DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in subtraction. Then mark as you have been told tl~
letter of each correct answer. For some of the problems none of the answers given may I~
correct. If you cannot work a problem, or if you think none of the answers given is correc
you should mark the letter, e. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure I
reduce fractions to lowest terms.
TEST 4 — SECTION F
Sec. F Score
(number right)
(76) 4 6 6 a 224 (83) 1/4 a o (90)
242 b708 1/4 b% 50.7—3’/2=
c 608 — C 346 a 4.72 d 150.14
d 244 d 2 b 47.2 e None
e None e None c 53.2
(76) (83) (~
(84) (91)(77) ~ ~ 7 a3~g % a% 35%—11.33=:
206 b391 % b%
c713 — c5 a24.07 d24.7
d 803 d % b 24.73 e None
e None e None c 46.73. —
(77) (84) (~
(78) (85)
8 1 a118 ~/8 a7/12 - (92)74.490— 14.15 =
~ b58
c 56 — c a 59.24 d 60.43
d —2997 d % b 60.34 e None
e None e None C 88.64
(78) (85)
(79k 2 3 7 0 a 460 (86) 2/~ a y
~ 78.06—8.0425=
1890 b840 1/4 b%
c4800 — c%2 a86.1075 d69.0175
d 480 d 1/6 b 70.75 e None
eNone eNone c70.0175 —
(79) (86)
(80) (87) (94)
8604 a5676 6 4/7 al% ‘/6 of 30—~/4 of 8=
2 9 2 8 b6567 5 bll%
c11532 c13/~ a38 d7
d5667 d114,4 b24 eNone




































a 8 da. 15 hr.
b 8 da. 14 hr.
C 2 da. 2 hr. 20 mm.
d 1 da. 21 hr. 40 nun.
e None
(82) (89)
-~ ~ ~., ~ ‘~i’r rrr~ r~~irr’’”
J~I ~ ~
IRECTIONS: Do these problems in multiplication. Then mark as you have been told the
etter of each correct answer. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure
o reduce fractions to lowest terms.
TEST 4 — SECTION G
) (103) (110)
2 3 3 a 1165 7 X 1/5 = 5 4 % a 710%
~ x 5 b238 Xl 3 b41%
@1155 al% d7% @4%




3 0 0 a 700 1/4 X 14 = 3 6. 2 5 a 188.5
X 4 b1200 X 51% b188%
@304 a% dl 6725%




‘ 6 0 9 a 3615 1/5 X % 2 7 4.6 a55.12
X 6 b603 x 5 b1373
c 3654 a 11/3~ d % c 276.1
dlOl.5 eNone d10750
e None c % e None
(98) (105) (112)
(106) (113)562 a13.3 4/5x5/8= 32.3 all.3
X 4 2 b 604 X . 0 3 5 b 3.58
6520 a9/1~ d1/2 @1.1305
~ d 23604 b 2 e None d 2.88
e None c 9fl0 e None
(99) (106) (113)
)) (107) (114)
768 a23040 6x2%= 4X30% of 20=
X 30 b2304
620340 a16 d16% a24 d120



























3 yd. 4 ft. 7 in.
x4
a l2yd. 11 in.
bl8yd.4in.
C 13 yclift. 11 in.











DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in division. Then mark as you have been told the lette
of each correct answer. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to ex
press remainders as fractions and reduce fractions to lowest terms.
TEST 4 — SECTION H
(116) (123) (130)
6~)24 a4 1+~/4 120-~-1~/5=
b 18
630 alfl d4l,4 a118% dlO




7)70 a77 ~‘)9 5 3/4 a903/4
bl,40 blOO%
c53 a2 d5 clg%




4)2 4 4 a248 8~E~2/3= .04~5~ a48
b61 b.32
6240 aS/16 d4 6200




~ %~.2/3= 3)5.04 ~
6135 a414 dl/3 65.34
d107 bl/10 eNone ~d5.O1
eNone Ci eNone —
(119) (126) (1~
(120) (127) (134)
42)8 6 1 0 a 8652 3/4 1/4 = .03)Z 5 0 4 a .507
b8568 bl.68
6205 aB/16 d2 616.8




400)8000 a32 4%~~/8= ‘/2of16-1/5of10
b 20
c84 a7% d7ll,42 a6 dl,4
~ d48 b7% eNone b4 eNone






d 9561 b 811,42 e None
eNone 641/12
(122) (129) ~ILII~~D~Yfl~I
Sec. H ScorePage 10 (number right)
C I,A . CC
all Ia k[ al,,,~
Language
NSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This is a language test. In taking it you will show what you know about capitalization,
punctuation, and words and sentences, and how well you can spell and write. No one can
do the whole test correctly, but you should answer as many items as you can. Work as
fast as you can without making mistakes.
0 NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
DIRECTIONS: In the sentences below the line, some of the letters with numbers abo
them should be capitals. Mark the number of each letter that should be a capital. Sam
lines may have more than one letter that should be a capital; others may have n
such letter. _____________________________________
Correct Test Correct Ans
Booklet Mark Sheet Ma~
1 23 4 5 1234
SAMPLE: A. His name is sam and he’s my friend. 3 A A 1 1, 1
In Sample A the number 3 letter, s, in sam, should be a capital. Notice how the 3
been marked.
TEST 5 — SECTION A
1 2 3 4 5
1. she went to the same school as I. 1
1 2 34 5
2. Tom went out. he then saw 2
1 2 3 4 5
3. Jim and they went to a show. 3
1 2 3 45
4. The only correct abbreviation for december 4
1 2 3 4 5
5. always has three letters, dec. 5
1 2 3 4 5
6. Calvin coolidge saw washington many times 6
1 23 4 5
7. before he lived in that city. 7
1 2 3 4 5
8. I read Treasure island and think it 8
123 4 5
9. is a very good book. 9
1 2 ~. 34 5
10. The twenty-fifth of december is known in 10
1 2 3 45
11. most civilized countries as christmas. 11
1 2 3 4 5
12. Beautiful italy has a capital named rome. 12
1 2 3 ‘45
13. Next saturday I am going to chicago. 13
1 2 3 45
14. I am going with a miss Newman. 14
1 2 3 4 5
15. Mother said, “please answer the telephone.” 15
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS I Sec. A Score -L (number right) .. _.Page 2Cl L-CC
I~W1I~IIJ~~JLI ~ fl :~[il ~ J*11kWE~IáLEJ
IRECTIONS: In the story below the line, numbers 16, 17, 18, etc., indicate places
here punctuation may or may not be needed. In the answer row which has the number
sed in the story, make a black mark within the pair of dotted lines under the punctuation
eeded. If none is needed, mark N. Use the same answer row to show all punctuation
eeded at any one number in the story.
correct Test Booklet
ond Answer Sheet Mark
, ii i N
lii II 11 11 I
~. ! !! ~ N
• SAMPLE: B. Is1 John coming2 home3 2fl 11 11 11 I
~ ? it t N
~ll I 11 ii II
o punctuation is needed at 1 after the word, is, in Sample B, so a mark has been made
er the N in answer row 1. A mark under N in answer row 2 shows that punctuation
ot needed at 2 in the sample. A mark under the ? in answer row 3 shows the
:tuation needed at 3 in the sample.
TEST 5— SECTION B
3
Tuesday,16 on the way17 home from a
shopping tour18 Mary19 and Elsie met
Edith, who asked20 Where have you
been21”
22”We have been shopping23 on Broad
way24 answered Elsie.25 “We bought
a dress26 a hat, and some shoes.”
Mary said27 “Elsie suggested28 that we
go to a show29 too. She said30 that she had
enough money31 to pay for both of us. Then
she said,32 ‘Come on,33 and we went in.34
We enjoyed the picture35 very much.”
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
, it t N
16
, ii i N
17
, ? it t N
18
.‘ ii i N
19 H
, ii i N
20 H H H H
, ? ii • N
21 H
, ? ii . N
2211 H H
, ii i N
23
~ ii t N
24 H




, ii i N
2711 11 11 11 11
, ii ~ N
28 H H H H
~ ? ~ 1 #1
29
, ii i N
30H H H H
.~ ~ I N
3111 11 H H H
, ? ii t N
3211 H H H H




, ii t N
3511 11 11 11 11
F Sec. B Score
I (number right)
40. She ought to (1 have gone 2 have
went) long before now. 40
41. The candy was given to (1 we
2 us) boys.
42. It has not been touched by (1 she
2 her) or John. 42
43. They sent the invitation to John
and (1 J 2 me.) 43
and
44
J For each statement given below that is a corn
sentence, mark YES; for each that is not, mark
46. Climbing very slowly be
cause of our heavy burden. YES N~
47. During the entire period of
the war. YES
48. We started on the trip bright
and early the next morning. YES NC
49. When all the water from the
canteen was gone. YES NC
50. With a queer smile on her
face.
It is said that all roads lead
to Rome.
52. As it was now approaching
daylight and the breeze was
beginning to blow. YES NC
53. With increasing demands for
better transportation. YES N(
54. Since the forests were cleared
away with great rapidity, the
land’~was soon under cultiva
tion. YES NC
55. Finally, after many unsuc
cessful attempts to span the
Atlantic Ocean by cable, and





DIRECTIONS: In the following sentences,
mark as you have been told the number
of each correct word.
TEST 5— SECTION C
36. She (1 done 2 did) the best she
could. 36
37. Where (1 were 2 was) you yes
terday?
38. He (1 doesn’t 2 don’t)• know his
lesson today. 38
39. They went to the fair where they







44. The water pipes froze






2”May) John and I go
play football with the
45
YES N~
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
J]J~j~~ ~.
DIRECTIONS: Read the following sentence. Then consider how each individual word in
that sentence is used in order that you may classify it as a port of speech. Mark the
umber which shows the classification of each word. If you do not know an answer,
or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, mark the number, 5.
(57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) (69)
~y wandered in the forest nearly every day and watched other little children pick
~O) (71) (72) (73) (74) (75)
~vers which grew among the trees.
TEST 5 — SECTION D
WORDS PARTS OF SPEECH
they 1 noun 2 pronoun ~ verb ~ adjective ~ None 56
wandered 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ‘L adverb ~ None 57
in 1 pronoun 2 adverb ~ èonjunction ~ preposition ~ None 58
~ the 1 verb 2 adjective ~ adverb ~ conjunction ~ None
forest 1 verb 2 noun ~ adjective ~ adverb ~ None 60
nearly 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ~‘ adverb ~ None 61
every 1 noun 2 pronoun ~ adjective ~ adverb ~ None 62
day 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ‘~ adverb ~ None 63
and 1 pronoun 2 adverb ~ conjunction ~ preposition ~ None 64
~ watched 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ~ adverb ~ None 65
~ other 1 noun 2 pronoun ~ adjective ~ adverb ~ None 66
little 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ~ adverb ~ None 67.
children 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ‘~ adverb ~ None 68
pick 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ~ adverb ~ None 69
flowers 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ~ adverb ~ None 70
which 1 verb 2 pronoun ~ conjunction ~ adjective ~ None 71
grew 1 noun 2 verb ~ adjective ~ adverb ~ None 72
among 1 pronoun 2 adjective ~ conjunction ~ preposition ~ None
the 1 noun 2 adjective ~ pronoun ~ adverb ~ None





DIRECTIONS: Each line in this test contains four spelling words and the word, Non
These words are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4’and the None is numbered 5. In some of the un
one word is misspelled. In others, no word is misspelled. If there is a misspelled wor
mark its number. If no word is misspelled, mark the ~.
Correct Test Correct Answer
Booklet Mark Sheet Mark
12341
SAMPLE: C. 1-now 2jtist 3come 4ron 5N 4 C C II H H I
1234
SAMPLE: D. 1go 2see 3do 4may 5N 5 D D
TEST 6
76. 1 brick 2 reces ~ melt ‘~ jaw ~ None
77. 1 key 2 art ~ dug ~ automobile ~ None
78. 1 allmost 2 slide ~ ribbon ‘~ wrap ~ None
79. 1 blowout 2 minite ~ chance ~ gather ~ None
80. 1 parlor 2 harvest ~ lying ~ usal ~ None
81. ‘picnic 2 threw ~ suit ‘~ wrong ~ None
82. ~ worth 2 garrage ~ stove ~ shine ~ None
83. 1 wreck 2 sword ~ condetion ~ pepper ~ None
84. 1 consider 2 diner ~ gotten “spech ~ None
85. 1 regon 2 frying ~ easiest ~ thieves ~ None
86. 1 trolley 2 proced ~ uniform ~ yeast ~ None
87. 1 thrown 2 preview nonsense ~ witnes ~ None
88. 1 meant 2 provide ~ indefinete ~ engineer ~ None
89. 1 gasoline 2 purpuse ~ dandelion ~ fully ~ None
90. 1 scarf 2 gutter ~ prepear ~ cement ~ None
91. 1 desierable 2 remind ~ alarm ~ scold ~ None
92. 1 expensive 2 recommend ~ connection ~ immedeate ~ None
93~ ~ quietly 2 grocer ~ realy ~ settled ~ None
94~ ~- mention 2 fertle ~ pretend ‘~ starve ~ None
95~ ‘- substitute 2 miserable ~ incident ~ turnarnent ~ None
96. 1 cylinder 2 exhaust ~ strenous ~ ascend ~ None
97~ 1 somtimes 2 dreamed ~ missed ~ woolen ~ None
98. 1 fixed 2 guessed ~ grammer ~ beaten ~ None
99. 1 thorough 2 peculier ~ monument ~ recognize ~ None
100. 1 advise 2 closet ~ particuler ~ fierce ~ None
101. 1 forty 2 bannana ~ unable ~ kettle ~ None
102. 1 twilight 2 secretery ~ urge ~ vision ~ None
103. 1 carrage 2 width ~ blizzard ~ steer ~ None
104. 1 orchestra 2 developemant ~ meantime ~ hereafter ~ None
105. 1 sacrifice 2 crystal ~ positive ~ benefical ~ None
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Prepared by H. H. Remmers, Purdue University
and Benjamin Shimberg, U.S. Public Health Service
The statements on the following pages are about matters that have bothered
teen-agers all over the United States. You will recognize some of them as
things that have been troubling you; others of them may apply to you, yet
cause you no concern; still others may not apply to yod at all.
Read each statement in the questionnaire carefully. If it expresses something
that has been a problem to you, make a mark in the answer box corresponding
to that statement. If the statement does not express one of your difficulties,
or it does not apply to you, do not make any mark on the answer sheet but go
on to the next statement.
REMEMBER, when you do not mark a statement on the answer sheet you are
saying, ~This is not a problem for me.”
There are two types of answer sheet for this test:




If the answer sheet you are using looks like Example A, mark your answers
like this: 1 ~ If you change your mind, DO NOT ERASE. Circle the
box like this I~ to show you did not mean to mark it.
If the answer sheet you are using looks like Example B, be sure to use the
special pencil with which you have been provided and mark your answers like
this: ~ If you change your mind, erase your mark thoroughly.
Be sure that you put the answers to each page in the proper column. Whenever
you turn a page, be sure the questions line up with the spaces on the answer
sheet.
This questionnaire is n~t a test, so do not hesitate to answer the questions
V frankly. Your answers will not affect your school grades in any way.
Be sure to mark every statement that represents one of your own problems.
NOW GO ON WITH THE QUESTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES.
Published by SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, 57 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Illinois
Copyright, 1 949, by Purdue Research Foundation. All rights reserved under Fourth International American Convention (1 91 0).
Registered under Patent Number 1,500,777. Printed in the U.S.A.
Please use number 7—9Q~ when reordering this test booklet.
LIST OF WORDS AND PHRASES
Sometimes pupils find words in the Youth Inventory which they don’t understand.
If you find a strange word, the list below may help you understand it. Some of these
words have several different meanings; this list will give you the meaning of the
word as it is used in the Inventory.
1’ 1~1
Aggressive—bold; always pushing ahead.
Alibis—excuses, usually made to keep from
taking the blame when something has
gone wrong.
Apprenticeship training—learning a trade by
working with someone right on the job.
Cosmetics—make up, like powder, lipstick
and rouge.
Draft—the selection of people for military
service.
Eliminating slums—getting rid of dirty, un




Fad—a new idea that doesn’t last long;
something that everybody copies but
only for a while.
Humiliation—being made to feel ashamed;
being made to look like a fool in front
of other people.
Initiative—acting on your own ideas without
waiting to be told by someone else.
Intolerance—not wanting to listen to the other
side; not being able to stand ideas or
actions different from your own.
Opportunities in different fields—chances for
work in various kinds of jobs.
Philosophy of life—the rules of living you go
by; thoughts on the meaning of life.
Race prejudice-hating or disliking people
who are not your own color or race.
Tactful—careful not to hurt other people’s
feelings by what you say or do.
Tolerant—understanding; being fair to others
and listening to their side.
Tyrant—someone who bUllies and bosses
people all the time.
Vocation—the work a person does for his
living.
Vocational courses—classes which prepare
students for a trade.
My courses are too far removed from every
day life.—They don’t teach me the things
I need to know outside of school.
What fields are overcrowded?—What kinds
of jobs are hard to. get because too many
people want them?
MY SCHOOL
1. I have difficulty keeping my mind on my studies
2. I wish I knew how to study better
3. I wish I knew more about using the library
4. I have difficulty taking notes
5. I don’t know how to prepare for tests
6. I wish I could be more calm when I recite in class
7. I spend too much time studying
8. I would like to take courses that are not offered in my school
9. I dislike my courses
10. I have too much homework
11. I hate school
12. I feel sleepy in class even when I’ve had enough sleep at night
13. I wish I could quit school now
14. I doubt the value of the things I study
15. I am too restless to stay in school
16. I have difficulty keeping my mind on what goes on in class
17. My courses are too far removed from everyday life .
18. I must select a vocation that doesn’t require college
19. I would like to get some practical work experience .
20. I have difficulty expressing myself in writing .
21. I need some individual help with my courses .
22. My teachers give me no encouragement
23. My teachers make fun of me
24. My teachers don’t make assignments clear
25. My teachers aren’t interested in me
26. My teachers are too strict
27. My teachers are too impersonal
28. My teachers play favorites
29. My teachers don’t understand me
30. Class periods are not well organized
2
31. My teachers aren’t interested in the things that interest me
32. My teachers don’t like me
33. I have difficulty expressing myself in words
AFTER HIGH SCHOOL????
34. What are my real interests?
35. What shall I do alter high school?
36. For what work am I best suited2
37. How much ability do I actually have?
38. I would like to know more definitely how I am doing in my school work
39. I need advice in choosing courses
40. I want to know more about-what people do in college
41. Should I go to college?
42. What are the requirements for college2
43. How shall I select a college2
44. Can I get into the college of my choice?
45. I wish I could afford college
46. Should I borrow money for college?
47. What are some ways of financing a college education?
48. How do you fill out application blanks for college?
49. Do I have the ability to do college work?
50. I would like to have more vocational courses
51. How can I get apprenticeship training2
52. What are some careers for girls?
53. I want to learn a trade
54. What courses will be most valuable to me later on?
55. What fields are overcrowded7
56. What career shall I pursue?
3
57. What training do different vocations require? . . . .
58. How will the draft affect me2
59. What are the opportunities in different fields7
60. What jobs are open to high school graduates2
61. How do I go about finding a job?
62. Where can I go for help in finding a job?
63. I wish I could write good letters of application
64. How can I prepare for a job interview2
65. For what kind of job should I apply?
66. How should I act during an interview2 .
67. I have no work experience
68. What’s expected of me on a job?
69. What is proper office etiquette2
70. Am I likely to succeed in the work I do when I finish school?
en n1 •a .IJe .Irw.
ABOUT MYSELF
71. I’m easily excited.
72. I have trouble keeping my temper
73. I worry about little things
74. I’m nervous
75. I can’t sleep at night
76. I can’t help daydreaming
77. I have thoughts of suicide
78. I feel guilty about things I’ve done
79. I’m not popular with (boys) (girls)
80. I often feel lonesome
81. I feel “low” much of the time
82. My feelings are easily hurt
83. I need to learn not to let people push me around
84. I don’t see much future for myself
85. I often do things I later regret .
86. People dislike my race or nationality
87. I lack the drive others have
88. People stare at me
89. I feel that I’m not wanted
90. I have a “crush” on an older person
91. I’m not ready for any job when I graduate
92. I hesitate to take responsibility
93. I feel that I’m not as smart as other people
94. I must always be “on the go”
95. I prefer to be alone
96. I must learn to “keep my head” when things go wrong .
97. I would like to discuss my personal problems with someone
98. I wonder if I am normal in the way my mind works . .
99. I worry about tests
100. I’m unsure of myself
5
101. I feel that I’m different from the other kids.
102. I’m trying to get rid of an undesirable habit
103. I’m afraid of failure or humiliation
104. My nose is ugly
105. I bite my nails
106. I can’t help feeling bad when I can’t get my own way .
107. I don’t know why people get angry with me
108. I don’t know what is expected of me .~
109. I wish I could overcome being careless
110. I’m always thinking up alibis
111. I’m afraid of making mistakes
112. I~m afraid to speak up in class
113. I can’t do anything right
114. I don’t want to leave home for a job or college
GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
115. I want people to like me better
116. I don’t know how to introduce people properly
117. I wish I could carry on a pleasant conversation
118. I don’t know how to treat people whom I don’t like
119. I wish I were more popular
120. I want to make new friends
121. I need to develop self-confidence
122. I need to be more tactful
123. I wish I knew how to drop a person I no longer want for a friend
124. I don’t know how to act on formal occasions
125. I’m ill at ease at social affairs
126. I want to learn to dance
127. I want to feel important to society or to my own group
128. I wish I had things to talk about in a group
129. I can’t live up to the ideals set by groups to which I belong .
LU ~~
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130. I need to learn how to keep from being too aggressive
131. How much initiativeS should I take in getting invited to parties
or dances?
132. I need to learn to be a good listener
133. I need to learn to be more tolerant of other people’s opinions
134. I need to learn how to plan a party
135. There aren’t enough places for wholesome recreation where I
live
136. I don’t know what clothes to wear on different occasions
137. I get stage fright when I speak before a group
138. I’d like to learn proper table manners
139. I need to learn how to get along with people my own age
140. I need to learn to be a “good sport” in games
141. I’m often left out of things other kids do
142. I need to learn how to select the right clothes for my figure
143. I wish I knew how to use cosmetics properly
144. I don’t know how much of my inner feelings to reveal to my
friends
145. I need to learn to be on time for appointments
146. I need to learn how to order food in a restaurant
147. I need to learn how to work for the good of the group
148. I’d like to know how to become a leader in my group .
149. I have difficulty deciding between my own standards and those
of the crowd
150. I can’t find a part-time job to earn spending money . .
151. I need money for social affairs
152. I don’t have a (girl) (boy) friend
153. I am not attractive to the other sex
154. I can’t seem to live up to the ideals I have set for myself .
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
ABOUT MYSELF
71. I’m easily excited
72. I have trouble keeping my temper
73. I worry about little things . .
74. I’m nervous
75. I can’t sleep at night .
76. I can’t help daydreaming
77. I have thoughts of suicide
78. I feel guilty about things I’ve done
79. I’m not popular with (boys) (girls)
80. I often feel lonesome
81. I feel “low” much of the time
82. My feelings are easily hurt
83. I need to learn not to let people push me around
84. I don’t see much future for myself.
85. I often do things I later regret
86. People dislike my race or nationality
87. I lack the drive others have
88. People stare at me
89. I feel that I’m not wanted
90. I have a “crush” on an older person
91. I’m not ready for any job when I graduate
92. I hesitate to take responsibi]ity
93. I feel that I’m not as smart as other people
94. I must always be “on the go”
95. I prefer to be alone
96. I must learn to “keep my head” when things go wrong
97. I would like to discuss my personal problems with someone . .
98. I wonder if I am normal in the way my mind works
99. I worry about tests















GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
I want people to like me better
I don’t know how to introduce people properly
I wish I could carry on a pleasant conversation
I don’t know how to treat people whom I don’t like
I wish I were more popular
I want to make new friends
I need to develop self-confidence
I need to be more tactful
I wish I knew how to drop a person I no longer want for a friend
I don’t know how to act on formal occasions
I’m ill at ease at social affairs
I want to learn to dance
I want to feel important to society or to my own group
I wish I had things to talk about in a group
I can’t live up to the ideals set by groups to which I belong .
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I feel that I’m different from the other kids . .
I’m trying to get rid of an undesirable habit .
I’m afraid of failure or humiliation
My nose is ugly
I bite my nails
I can’t help feeling bad when I can’t get my own way
I don’t know why people get angry with me .
I don’t know what is expected of me .. . .
I wish I could overcome being careless
I’m always thinking up alibis
I’m afraid of making mistakes
I’m afraid to speak up in class
I can’t do anything right


















130. I need to learn how to keep from being too aggressive
131. How much iniliative should I take in getting invited to parties
or dances2
132. I need to learn to be a good listener
133. I need to learn to be more tolerant of other people’s opinions
134. I need to learn how to plan a party
135. There aren’t enough places for wholesome recreation where I
live
136. I don’t know what clothes to wear on different occasions
137. I get stage fright when I speak before a group
138. I’d like to learn proper table manners .
*
139. I need to learn how to get along with people my own age
140. I need to learn to be a “good sport” in games
141. I’m often left out of things other kids do
142. I need to learn how to select the right clothes for my figure
143. I wish I knew how to use cosmetics properly
144. I don’t know how much of my inner feelings to reveal to my
friends
145. I need to learn to be on time for appointments
146. I need to learn how to order food in a restaurant
147. I need to learn how to work for the good of the group .
148. I’d like to know how to become a leader in my group . .
149. I have difficulty deciding between my own standards and those
of the crowd
150. I can’t find a part-time job to earn spending money . .
151. I need money for social affairs
152. I don’t have a (girl) (boy) friend
MY HOME AND FAMILY
I have no quiet place at home where I can study .
I can’t get along with my brothers and sisters
There is constant bickering and quarreling in my home.
I feel that I’m a burden on my parents
I have to do too many chores around the house
My allowance is too small
I feel there’s a barrier between me and my parents .
I can’t discuss personal things with my parents
My father is a tyrant
I don’t like to invite people to my home
I don’t feel that I belong in the family
I am seldom consulted in family decisions
I want to be accepted as a responsible person by my parents
My parents play favorites
My parents interfere with the spending of the money I earn
My parents are trying to decide my vocation for me .
My parents are too strict about letting me use the family car
My parents are too strict about dating
My parents won’t let me make my own decisions . . .
I get no encouragement at home
F ,
My parents don t usually respect my opimons . . .
My parents don’t trust me
.....~L _..(
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• I’m ashamed of my parents’ dress and manners
• I wish I could gain the confidence of my parents.
• I want to get married soon
• I feel like leaving home
• My family tries to hold me down
• I’m afraid to tell my parents when I’ve done some
thing wrong
• I must turn over my earnings to the family
• I feel disloyal because I don’t share the views of my
parents
• My parents are too strict about permilting me to date
on school nights
My family is always worried about money .
My parents often pry into my private affair~ .
My parents object to my following fads .
j. My parents continually nag about studying .
My parents neglect me
My parents interfere in my choice of friends
My parents disapprove of my social activities .
My parents won’t let me do my own shopping
4
~. My parents hate to admit that I’m sometimes right
My parents axe cold toward my friends . . .
My parents aren’t interested in what I accomplish
My parents criticize me too much
My parents don’t let me decide in which activities
I can take part
__ ~i1. ——
I don’t know how to keep (boys) (girls) in
terested in me
I don’t know what to do on a date
• What are good manners on a date?
How do I refuse a date politely?
I’m bothered by dirty stories or vulgar talk
I wonder if I am normal in my sexual de
velopment?
I don’t know how to break up with a person I
havebeen dating without causingbad feelings
Is there anything wrong with going places
“stag”?
Is it all right to accept “blind dates”?
rn’
• Is drinking harmful?
~. I am dating a person of a different religion
than mine
How can I keep (boys) (girls) from taking
me for granted?
L Should I go steady?
Should I kiss my date the first time we go
out together?
3. Must I neck to be popular? . .
I’m embarrassed in any discussion of sex
3. I wonder if high school students should ~et
and make love
~. I need an acceptable vocabulary to discuss
sex . .
I think about sex a good deal of the time
1. How far should high school students go in
love relations?
2. I need more correct information about sex1~
i
3. I don’t understand how children are born
L I have conflicting information about sexual
matters
HEALTH 10
I want to gain (or lose) weight.
I want to learn how to select foods that will do me
the most good
Ismoke too much
I am crippled (ot have some other handicap) .
I am bothered by menstrual disorders .
I’m concerned about improving my figure
I want to improve my posture and body build
My stomach is upset easily
What can I do about bad breath7
Is smoking harmful7
What can I do about body odor?
I worry about my health
I don’t get enough exercise
I get tired easily . .
I don’t get enough sleep .
I have no “pep.”
My teeth need attention
I have frequent headaches
I have frequent colds .
I don’t hear very well .
My muscles are poorly developed
I have no appetite




I feel that I’m not living up to my re
ligion
I’m searching for something to believe in
How does one set standards of “right”
and “wrong”?
I’m concerned about cheating
I’m having difficulty deciding what’s im
portant in life
I’m confused on some moral questions
Can I believe the newspapers and radio?
Flow can I help get rid of intolerance?
~Iow can I help to make the world a
‘better place in which to live?
~hat can I do about the injustice all
~round us?
mixed up about world affairs .
I’m worried about the next war .
there something I can do about race
rejudice?
there any way of eliminating slums?
What can I do to help get better gov
ernment?
~{ow can I learn to use my leisure time
wisely?
have difficulty budgeting my time
Flow can I learn to get the most for my
~noney?
boes one have to take advantage of
~eople to be successful?
~Ihat can I contribute to civilization? .
r
I’m losing faith in religion
need to develop a satisfactory philoso
phyoflife
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Write the number~of ~‘s in the box at
the end of the chain at the bottom of the
page. This number is yàur score for area 1.
Check your score hy starting at the bot
tom of the chain -an& counting back up to
the arrow.
Find your scores -for areas 2 through 8 in
the same way. - - -~
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Find your score for area 1 by starting at
the arrow next to number 1 on the left side
of this page. Follow the chain of squares.
Count all the squares that are marked like
this ~. Do not count blank squares that
look like this E1~ or squares that look like
this
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